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Student Posts
T-riple On 15
Committees
Student appointments to 15
committees at USF will be tripled when appointments for
1969 are m ade by Pres. John
S. Allen.
The increased student representation, from 16 to 52, is
on committees where students
can make "significant contributions in the deliberations,"
Allen said.
COMMITTEE memberships are being changed
principally through the addition of students or increases
in their representation. The
selected committees involved
have approximately 200 members.
USF Photo
The additional appointments
· are to be made effective Jan.
1, under the annual review
Tomorrow many USF students will stand before their Mother's Thanksgiving . until Thanksgiving. William· Hunt, director of ·Food_Services set -up this lovely
and rotation of University
Day Dinner and trnly give thanks for their bounties. Although resident stub1rd and_trimmings and USF. studen~ gathered around to enjoy ·the traditional
committee_memberships.
dents were served a little early by l\lorrisoiJ.'s on Monday most of ·us ,will wait
dmner.
.
.
_ . _
., _ .
_An increase from five to
eight students in the University Senate, previously announced, also is to be effective on.Jan. 1.
FROM THE opening of
USF, this major advisory
body has included faculty, administrative and professional,
non-academic and student
members. in contrast to ·the
traditional all-faculty senate.
Students also have served
on
several other institutional
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, S-4 per _year
committees throughout ,their
existence.
University committees on
which students will be represented for the first time include: calendar, cooperative
education, equipment accoun·,tability, international studies,
instruction, and schedules.
IN ADDITION to the largest
number in the Senate, there
\
will be more students on ·the
I
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board.
/ because of its growth and "in
And · that's what the honor
His suspension was' based ·
an ·effort to involve more stus
student in ·eledtrical eng-ineer- on the grounds that Joe had
dents in committee delibera,
ing was doing ·in Beta and committed theft. The phone
tions in_which ,they can make
Alpha Halls at the end of Oc- company has declined to prossignificant contributions."
tober - only he was doing it ~ute. The FBI was notified of
STUDENT SENATORS are
chosen through student government action. Student members on the other committees
will be appointed by the University president
The general procedure will
be for the student government
president to nominate two or
more students for each University-\vide committee post
reserved for a student.
"The University is providing expanded student influence on its governance and
will expect the student accepting the _appointments to . also
accept the responsibility of
THE
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Hooks' Suit
·Against USF
Dismissed

r e g u 1 a r committee attendance," Allen stated.
"THEY WILL BE appointed
as individuals, Therefore, substitutes will not stand-in for
absent students and new appointees will repiace those absent from more than two consecutive regular meetings. "
"Students in the Senate and
on the several committees
have been full members with
unrestricted privileges in discussion or debate and in vot-

3-Hour Courses
.Are Challenged
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writer
Through the efforts of Student Government (SG) senators, students will now be represented on every curriculumdetermin ing committee on
campus.
The gain was a result of a
blanket challenge of · 20 new
proposed three-hour courses
in the College of Liberal Arts,
Sen, Steve Anderson has
been woJiking to improve the
quarter system for seven
months. He was recen_tly appointed to a nine-man Board
of Regents committee with
equal student, faculty , and administrative representation to
study the quarter system.
HE PRESENTLY heads a
sub-committee, a major concession he thinks, letting a
student head the committee,
_to draft a letter to everyone in
the state university system
concerning problems of and
solutions for the quarter system.
Anderson and the Committee for Internal Development
maintain that to function
properly, a quarter system
based on fewer ..courses per
term, should have a majority
of .five hour courses.
The final showdown was
Thursday when Anderson met
with the Senate Council to
challenge the new courses.
The Senate Council takes its
recommendations to the University Senate, an . advisory
group to the president with
faculty, administration and
student representatives.

Near .Campus ,
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~ DIAL 619 ~
QUESTION: When will the windows in Beta Hall be
washed?
·
ANSWER: Samuel Dunn, of housing, said that with the pur. chase of a new piece of equipment, the custodial staff will not
only be able to wash windows but paint ·the exterior of some
·dorms as well. This program will be carried out over the
Christmas holidays.
QUESTION: Have the student-faculty luncheons been canceled this. year?
AJ'ISWER: No! They should restart next quarter.
QUESTION: Why is 46th St (the one that runs from the
Business College to Fowler Ave,) closed?
ANSWER: James Garner, Superintendent of Security, said
that the State Road Department has closed that street but will
be constructing a new road that will go from So. Maple to
Maple Ave. to service the new University Center that will be
built there.
QUESTION: Will the physical education complex be open
over the holidays?
ANSWER: Nelson Butler, _coordinator of recreational activities, announced that the check-out room for equipment will
be open over the Christmas Holidays, The pool will be open
over the Thanksgiving holiday only.
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· PRESENT PLANS ,for student representatives call for
the election of. seniors by
.other students in the discipline represented.
Anderson was pleased with
the results, •;.we have made a
significant , advancement in
the· area of student participation, authority and actual
power.
"We lost the challenge. We
knew we didn't have a chance
but we had nothing to lose
and everything to gain. And
we gained.''

CENTRE STAGE

out .

~U:

ORIGINALLY, the challenge to the new courses were
to be voted on in the University' Senate, and a committee
would make recommendations
on the challenges.
Due to lack of time to prepare their case, spec/fie challenges on each individual
course, th i s compromise
situation was reached:
Students would make no
more blanket challenges on a
large group of courses merely
on the· basis of being threehour courses and in the future, students should have
participatory rights in areas
of curriculum matters, including voting,
The Senators retained their
rights to challenge any course
for a just, specific cause.
The SG senators said that if
a policy statement implementing student participation isn't
made within the period open
to challenge next year's
courses (30 days), the Senators will rechallenge the 20
courses.

I

,, Harold (Ray) · Hooks has appeal . of his fine without- 4
met another setback in his voiding his right to remain si- ,
· fight to sue the University and lent. The court also ruled that ·
the Board of Regents. Hooks, · the rules and reg~ations
a former USF student, had his Hooks is contesting are not of
circuit court suit (over cam- general application and . apply
pus parkin,g tickets which he oniy to that institution,
claims are invalid) dismissed
·Hooks said he intends to
by' Judge James A;· Lenfestey, submit_the case for re-hearing _ •
The reasons for dismissing · for jurisdfctiop and planne_d · to ·
the case were the fact that for last . -Monday - when The ·
A twenty-one year old . sethere are· no ptovisi~ns in th'e Oracle went ,to press. ,· Hooks ·
nior
was killed and another
constitution for suing· an agen~ said this -petition will be 15-20
· - _.
· .-,-,., -- ' ,·..., . ,_., ._,.'. !"
..
·" ,·· ..-.-,.·" .,.-· ,: .. ,,.· ..
.
student
was seriously injured
cy of the state and that Len•. pages long., He agreed with . -'-,.: ~
Joe
at_ 2:30 a.m. Saturday when
festey said, ;'when a studen_t .
the motorcycle they were ridenters a uniyersity, he a~es·
ing struck a mailbox.
to abide by its rules and-reguPatty Hughes, who was a Pi
lations. "
Kappa. Alpha little sister, died
Hooks said he had never
at University Community Hos. HOOKS FILED suit last
. even . heard of tlie second
.
pital shortly after she was ad0
grounds before he went to ·January on grounds that the
"I've beefi ·st~dy'in~'>,tele- ' . ressia, 9050' S.W. 117tli. Ave., , ·'-"He took' all ·)9nds~qf things mitted according to the Floricourt and as for the first, he regents and the school ex- phones all my life.1 Rnow .all · Miami,- said they are proud of :· apart.
"
·_ · ·
da Highway P,a trol.
said, "it is a poor principle of ceeded their legal authority in about them;" , ;!J,y_ear-old .Joe their.soil. .
.
-- ·
·
"lie has always been afraid
The driver of the vehicle, ·
· democracy that .you must ask levying two parking fines Engress1a s?,id'Friday. · ·
"~'re· going -to stick right . he would reach. a limit to his Daniel Hale, a 22-year-old sepermission to sue a state against hjm totaling $7. He al,lAs) P.stirail ·child I was fas- by him," Mrs. Esther Eng- '. intelligence one day but he nior, - is . reported in serious
agency." This is really quite leged . that neither has the cinateil.;with' -the sounds that ressia said in
a telephone in-· hasn't yet. I've devoted a lot condition at the hospital.
The last s h o w i n g of
unusual."
· power'-to fine for a violation of -came .
of the phone. I terview Friday.
of time 1o helping Joe and his
Highway Trooper _H. 1\1. Mo- "Medea" will be tonight at 8
. .
lea_rqed td dial at two."
.
· HOOKS HAS met setbacks . regulations.- ·.
"Anyone who can outsmart 21-year-old· sister
• - (also blind) field said Hale had apparently on Centre Stage - free of
Lenft;!Sty said that there are
"'then one day wheIL I was
at every point of the case, and
work
at
things
they -were in- lost control of the motorcycle charge.
a
computer
.
I'm
. with
certaif!._ provision!, made to about eight I accidentally dis- them ..,
will file, again this -week.
and went off the _ road at Skip·· terested ~n.;'
"Medea" is A. Joseph Ar1
coupte~p.ct,,the,~ "!mmul!ity_\?~ c}w,ered _I .-co.itld cut operators
per
Road
week.
and
genio's
30th
Street.
senior project and in
Mrs., E_~gre
The
_ ssia said . she
Mf~·,Eh*i,a says she
~·-·
wasn'i-aware-·,tliat Joe was so vehicle then flipped o'ver and his cast are two actresses who
, ·Hooks said he is th!lt'oughly .. soy~re1gns .,; w~1ch _ pr?hiint.. o_ff by w,histling into the
smpg th!=! sfafe without its JJC!· phone. 'One_thing -l~d to am:ith- firS t bec~e ··aw'.1-1'e th ilt her· -faT0 ·:'aiivanted 'in· his "whis· hit the mailbox.
have performed for Theatre
confused by the entire ruling mission but 1;he Board
th ,1.JWas ex::
of:Re- er, and ·1 gradually learned son, b~~d'.~ ~~e
Mofield said charges are USF many times in the past.
and- disagrees with it and this gents is
,not i µ!:].uded in these how to place complete calls tr'.1,or-di~~rjl_\l': !nt~lligent when_:. --~ -; ;~d,o~an, Wildy called pending in the accident.
Barbara Parke~ (Medea),
is.why he is re-filing.
excepti_ons. . : · • ., ., 1 •: ..i_, by wfilstling."
·
·-. -h{! was~~ ?erg:i-rten.
_,-ller:_
)
~
•f
·:,rug;~t.
b~fore
Miss
EngHughes,
a
native
has
of
been in "View From the
Other grounds for diSII)issal
: ~E-~ S f i felt I;Iook's :-iniEngreS§ia said he _qbtained '.;· "~jd
you ~ad. a res.~1~ ~Wfo$":SaJ.leg, m but told Newark, New Jersey, and res- Bridge," "Hollow Crown,"
,,vere tha't Hooks had been de- -trat·, petition was '.!v.ery
vague te_lephpne . manuajs , f r o m ~gep11c1~.J\)_r,,,, : ~p ·\· ·the kinder- her,not to· Ga.11· her•son. " Dean ident of Jacksonville is , sur- - "Twin Menecchmie," "Fqrty
nied to use th~ Fifth Amend- but that he ·bad ·aj-ven Hooks Sotithern:, Bell• in·
Miami and garten -tea;c_h~r. asked one Wildy diarr.'t explain the seri- vived by her parents, Mr. and_ Eighth City," "Dark of the
ment because it is for crim- , two chances to r:appeai and had
them ·•read to him. -He ; day. - .-_;;:;::5: ·-,
ousnes.s of the case) ' she said. Mrs. Robert S. Hughes, 106'1 Moon," "Tartuffe,'' and " Six
_inaliiiction, not civil as Hooks' · was doing so again. .
·'\vpuld gd·_ down to their offices . "His .. ratl,ieP anµ I . always , "I think it's (cl shame to Gunks Road, and a sister, Characters In Search of An Auca~ ':is.
·
Of the . entire situation ana do ·: :"Voluntary . trouble- '.' tried tci le "h'ini"do experiments chop someone in half and ncit Mrs. D. S. Carter, Stone thor.''
H~~ks has claimed th.a t Hooks said Monday, "I ·shall sh\Joting;;' .
- ·
. and"reseatc) :\v9 at.:lie was in- give hiln a.~cliance - to fini?h Mountain, Ga. T:ie burial will
SHE WAS recently in the
UsFr ~efused to allow him an ove_rcome."
~r. -ap.d: Mrs. Josef Enge terest~d111::,
'
be in Jacksonville.
out the quartet;'_' :
Experimental Theatre produc-~;i

Cycle Cr.ash
Kills Student

ing. Most of the student senators have been conspic-uously
serious and faithful in their
participation," A 11 en observed.
Appointment of faculty and
staff representatives on committees is made by -the University president after nominations from their colleagues.
Thier terms normally are for
'1:hree years, but student terms
will be one year with reappointment permitted.

J

I

tion of "Sandbox," playing
"(;randma.'' _
Mary -Ann Bentley (the
nurse) has been working with
Theatre USF for years. Her
accomplishments include performances in " Li.Iv," "The
Boy f r 1i end," · "Candida,"
"Charlie's Aunt," and "A
Streetcar 'Named Dl!sire."
Other c h a r a c t e r s in
"Medea" are Greg Mussel
(Jason), Art Taxman (Creon),
Larry Brennen (A e g e us),
Doug Linden (Slave), Bill
Mintz (tutor) Jill Johnson and
Illaria Midula (Chorus), and
Brian and Megan O'Sullivan
(Children).

)._

\
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USF Schedule
Revised For
Thanksgiving

·slimey ! Car lnspectiotJs
"An old, mad, bund, diseased and dying cow would

Thanksgiving W e e k e n d
schedule for operating hours
of Campus facilities is as follows:
The University Center (UC)
will remain open throughout
the four day holiday from 10
a .m. to 11 p.m. The infirmary
has a nurse scheduled for
ducy during the break.
On Thanksgiving Day the
Library will be .closed. It will
open Friday 8-5, Saturday 8-5
and Sunday 1-11.
All meals will be served in
11:J:ie University Center Thurs- m
day, Friday and Saturday. On
Sunday Andros and Argos cafeterias will reopen for dinner.
Fontana Hall meals will be
revised for the Holiday. There
will be a brunch from 11 :30
a .m.- through 1 p.m. and a
dinner is to be served from
4:30 to 5:30. The regular food
schedule "{ill resume on Sunday.

Magazine To
Give Prizes

pass the auto inspection, but my new convertible failed 23
times.
"And those inspectors, dregs of their dull race, who
flow through public scorn - mud from a muddy spring;
inspectors who neither see, nor read nor think, but leechlike to the fainting motorist cling."
The above paraphrasing might have been Percy
Byshe Shelley's reaction to Florida's laboriously legislated, arduously organized and maybe some day-to-be-enforced motor vehicle inspection law.
BUT SHELLEY, being long dead, has missed his
chance at experiencing a motpr vehicle inspection, but a
USF student, recently licensed as a temporary inspector
in ~n eleventh hour expansion of the program, contributes this inside view of auto inspections:
The first thing I noticed was that there was a definite
lack of esprit de corps among the trainees.
Everyone milled around for an hour the first day of
training, before someone yelled at us · to get into four
straight lines. Then someone yelled at us that we all had
to have driver's licenses.-·
ABOUT ONE-TIDRD of the people left because tfiey
hadn't been told they had to have Florida driver's licenses. This lack of information and organization was
and is my dominant impression of the program.
We were kept busy during the 16 hours of our training
Saturday and Sunday learning our individual tasks at Inspection Station No. 1, which like the other stations, is
hidden off in the wildern~ss safe from public view.
The work took approximately five minutes to learn,
but it was written that training should take 16 hours, so
that's how long it lasted. Anyway, as I told myself in a
near-hysterical mental sing-song, I was getting 'paid, getting paid, getting paid. ,
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, after our _intensive training

Atlanta Magazine will sponsor a $1,250 short story contest with prizes of $750, $300,
;and $200.
"We think it's time to try
-some fiction occasionally,"
· says Editor Jack · Lange. "It.
will help balance our more serious editorial matter, ·and we
may uncover important young·
The Office of Financial Aids
talent in the region.' 1
has announced that applicaManuscripts must be pre- tions for financial assistance
viously unpublished works of for the 1969-70 academic year,
short fiction, neatly typed, which begins Sept. 1969, will
double•spaced, and not more
than 25 pages long. They must
be submitted by March 1,
1969, to Atlanta, 1104 Com- '·
merce Building, Atlanta, · Ga.
30303. Entries should include •
. . .
a postage-paid, self-addressed:
return.envelope .
. Atlanta's editors will jud~e
the- .entries and winners will
be. announced in ,· the May
issue. · Prize-winning ·entries - The strengths, weaknesses,
will be published in the maga- and mechanics of selected ·
zine. Published entries will. composite materials will be
become the property of Atlan-. determined at USF under an
- "':::""; Army . granL of $12,1:72. · Tlie
'
ja'Maga.zine. •
"" grant was awarded ~by the
. .
'

'
period,. we all went to the County Courthouse to take our
official test, administered by the Highway Patrol.
Two patrol officers lectured to us for three and a half
hours, going over all the finer points of the manual. They
lectured in. sliifts, each taking a half-hour break each
hour. But sometimes the captain took forty-five minutes
and the sergeant bad to lecture longer.
The test was billed as being quite difficult. It was so
difficult that 72 out of the 76 people taking the test passed
it.
AT LEAST those were the numbers the sergeant gave
out after the test. Other numbers may have resultl;!d. due
to changes in test grades, due to errors in grading-or .to
·
the desperate need for inspectors.
At the end of the program, after passing the big _test,
I imagine there were many among us who remembered
back regretfully to their formerly flippant attitude about
the importance of the inspections and, most of all, their
gross disrespect toward the manual, the bible of auto inspection.
I heard one fellow who sounded moderately ,re1
formed though. He was sitting crosslegged next to his
brake .testing machine, rubbing the side of it fondly.
"THIS MAY LOOK like an ordinary brake machine to
you," he told a crowd of us who had gathered around
him. "But this is more than a brake machine;'' he continued.
"This is a Weaver Brake Tester. This is what we all
are working for. This is Mom. This is old Mr. Turner who
lives down the corner. And little Susie Jones who's saving
up to buy her little brother a new set of crutches for
Christmas. This is Christmas and Easter and Santa Claus
and the Easter Bunny. And, m'ost of all, this is a Weaver
Brake Tester. Walk tall when you say thjil't name."
And we did. Walk tall, that is. Quic'kly. Away from
him.

Gal'ner: Vandalism
Upsurge In Auto
Parts On Campus
\

By DENNIS SCHAEFER
Staff Writer
There has been a recent upsurge in both frequency and·
gravity of vandalism on campus.

Student

In some instances, the Campus Security forces have apprehended persons and arrests have been··. made. In
other cases, no suspects have
been apprehended.

Power

Scores Tonight

The most striking example
of this increase is the number
of stereo tape decks and tape
cartridges that have been stolen from cars.
IN OCI'OBER, 14 tape
decks were reported stolen. In
one case, the value of the tape
player and tape cartirdges
stolen was estimated at $305.
James D. Garner, security
captain, believes that a ring
was responsible for the stereo
thefts.
Garner sid that he believes
this to . be true because since
the arrest of Joe Boromei Jr.,
of Tampa, and David Del
Rosal , of 3326 Walnut St. on
Oct. 25, there has been only
one case of a missing tape
deck reported.

The One to One group will of zombies.
"Capitalistic totalitarianism
feature SG Senator and student rights advocc!te Ben breeds and reinforces the
Brown at its public meeting zombie state, and therefore
tonight. The meeting will be that so€.io-economic structure
held at 8 p.m. in UC 255-56. must be destroyed with
Brown's topic will be "Stu- zombie-ism.
dent Power."
"General Motors (and unIN ALL OF the cases, the
One to One has held two fortunately Uncle Sam as cars were locked and entry
public discussions on "Black well) can't use intellectual .was forced using co«t hangPower" and , planned ,the and moral responsibility and er to unlock the car or by
change of pace "because the they hand down edicts telling breaking the vent window.
goals of students and black what they can use (amoral,
Boromei and Del Rosal, neipeople· are much the s~me," dedicated, efficient cogs) and
ther of whom are USF stusaid One to One President, the Universities are demand- dents, were arrested on the
Otha Favors.
ed to refine their ·educating afternoon of Oct. 25, after
IN OUTLINING his topic apparatus so that these cogthey were observed in-parking
the controversial Brown stat- · manufacutring functions be in
lot 19, north of the Life
.ed1 "The ends of student the forefront of its objec- Science Building, by ·a Campower extend far beyond tjle tives."
pus Security patrolman as
Brown also said, "Black
revision of campus regulathey were using a coat hanger
tions, although that certainly people and students are in the to unlock a car belonging to
is a local focus for change. same state of disenfranchisemay make applic;ation on the The objects : of activism are ment. The Blacks don't have to Helen J. Shamblin, of 3605 El
Prado.
same form but the type of as- t o ' qualitatively change the worry ab o u t committing
The suspects' car was then
sistance desired must be structure- of American society themselves, however, because
and a tape player
searched,
plainly designated on the ap- so that sensitive, moral, .re- the society has seen to it that
belonging
cartridges
tape
and
sponsible, loving h u m -a n they are already relocated in
plication.
Michael J.
student,
USF
to
The deadline for receiving -beings are its citizens instead a position of injustice."
Beem, were discovered.
an application for a scholarBOROM.EI AND Del Rosal
ship is February 1, and the
student must have a miniby
were then arrested
mum of a 3.0 overall grade
Florida Highway Patrol deputies and charged with break,.,.
point average in order to be
,
eligible.
entering and grand
THE TENTATIVE deadline
for receiving applications for
co':enb:Sk:!;ha;0 m;~!~:~~
the National Defense Educasuch theft, Garner said, "I
Fourteen fellowships O f is not acceptable.
tion Act Loans (NDEA) is
The sample works are then would suggest to people
$3,000 each, are open to all seMarch 1, 1969.
Applications will be accept- niors who ·wish to compete na- screened on three levels. First buying stereos to install tape
when the student gains spon- playe~ out of sight. It might
ed after March 1, 1969, for tionally, in creative writing.
-~Jill\ -loans ·{lndr-Other. loans, ' · The .felfowships,: are offered. sorship from •a ' inember of- the- ~ m~~_!t harfter t~.,gr! .!0 , but
· how~ver, applications •Will -be jointly by the College English English department sec·o~d • · <;hapce~ ~.of- na.<VIng 'your car
considered in the order in Association and The Book- by three regio,na1· judges from broken mt? . are much less."
Another mstance of larceny
· of-the-Month .Club in an effort the applicant's area of the
which they are received.
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Education Program m u st _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;___________ ___ by Michael Smith, USF stuapply each academic year
dent, on Nov. 14. Smith's 1961
,
-(
and are required to process a
Volkswagen was stolen from
new note before the beginning
lot three, northeast
parking
of each quarter in which a
of the Fine Arts and HumaniCuban Loan has been apties Building.
·
·
.
.
proved.
Campus Security ma,de a
STUDENTS WHO are not
search of the campus and
eligible for the Florida State
finding nothing, turned the
Loan or· the NDEA Loan, ·or
case over to the Hillsborough
students who have not been
A Mexican author-scholar with wide teaching experience is County Sheriff's Office.
able to receive this type of as- sl~ted as the next installment' on the Division of Language and
LESS SERIOUS crimes
sistance due to shortage of Literature's visiting Scholar Program.
have been numerous. The refunds , may apply for a FederJorge Toarguengoitia will speak in the. Business Auditorium cent case in which 49 antenally Insured Bank Loan.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. and will be on campus from Dec. 2-6. Dur- nas were stolen from cars in
Applications for this type of. ing this time _he will be available for conferences whicb may be Alpha parking lot is believed
assistance are available in the ~;anged through t~e Modern Language depaz:ment, extension by .Garner to be the work of
Office of Financial Aids.
"several j u v e n i 1 e delinStudents may a,pply at any
Ibarguengoitia received his Master of Arts in Dramatic Art quents."
time for a Federally Insured degr~e at the N~tional University of Mexico in 1957. He has
When aksed if any persons
Bank Loan, however, early published extensively and has held fellowships from the Mexi- had been apprehended, Garapplication i s encouraged can Center for Writers, the Rockefeller Foundation and the ner said. "This is almost im·
'
since many banks and lending Fairfield Foundation.
possible unless they are
His plays have been awarded several prizes apd have been caught in the act OP with the
institutions have ;,et a c;eiling .
for this type of loan.
extensively performed throughout Mexico. His translations antennas on them."
SHORT-TERM loans are from English incfude "Selected Works of George Orwell" for
There have been many
;,
available to those students tl,e Congress for the Freedom of Culture. · .
cases of petty theft reported
who have emergency financial
· :Q>arguengoitia's teaching experience includes posts at the recently. These cases usually
requirements: The maximum National University of Mexico, Monterey Institute of Foreign involve stolen auto parts. In
which may be borrowed from Studies and the Universities of the Americas. Most recently he some cases, clothing and
this fund is generally $125 and has serve~ as Visiting Professor of ~panish and Hispano- oth~r personal items also
must be repaid before the end American Literature at the University of California at Santa have been reported strolen
Cruz.
of the quarter.
from cars.

a

Applications Available.Now
For 1969-70 Financial Aid
be available to students on eligible for financ:al assistance for the next' academic
Monday.
All studehts who received fi- year.
Students applying for scholnancial assistance in the past·
must re-apply in order to be arships - and student loans

Local National Groups
Give USF Over $35,000
\

Fluids in the College of Engineering, will direct the project. He will be assisted by
Drs. ,Bernard E . Ross and
Robert W_ Ellis Jr. '"
codi:posite iaterials are
those that are artificially
N~J_search ~f-fice,_ O~r- created by man involving two
~ Dr. . John E. Griffith, Cha1r- or more monolithic substanman of th~ Departme·nt of ces. When certain · substances
Structures, Materials a n d are combined superior proper-

'.Commuters .:::
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Take .
Warning! . ~student
•.

T

~ ~

Many commuters are
finding out the hard way
that the speed limit on Interstat.e 75 is 55 m.p.h.
Even though most traffic
'on I-4 and on I-75 moves at·
about 70 miles per hour,~
students should ·.heed the
j ,H i-g•h way Patrolmen's
warnp1gs that-the _?5 m.p.h;
: I llinit is being stringently
·
. .
f emor-eed. . '

Welfare,

cern
~
CoBig
tz'
u
Ma;
..

ties often result. For example,
a composite ·material of glass
and plastic is stronger than
plastic and lighter than glass.
-~-

J

:.n.t!.~

' · ~ : -...

. JIM ,WALTER
'i
. RESEARCH
Jim Walter Research Corp.,
St. Petersburg, has awarded a
grant of $2170 to the USF to
test performance of waterproofing materials. Dr. Robert W. Ellis Jr,, Associate
Professor of the D~partment
of Structures, Materials and
Fluids in the College of Engineering, will direct t h e
studies.

"We will determine a method for testing water penetration into certain asphalt and
glass-fabric materials," Ellis
said. "As we develop testing
methods we will examine and
rate the various coatings."

Robert Mautz, newly ap- af the large sums universities
pointe<;l · chancellor of Flori- , require.
da's State Board of ·Regents,
He said the "university is a
said he be~eves in channeling critic of the society of which
expressions. of student 'discon- it's a part •...So~iety is likely
tent into. constructive'- activity; to· react -be~use none of us
A waterproofing compound
Mautz plans to back up his· likes to .be •criticized. We're
is painted on concrete
which
because
·convictions: This summer he. hard to understand
buildings is one example of
tradimany
of
·critical
we're
united students ' and staff
the compounds which will be
members of the Board of Re- tions."
Dr. Ellis said.
tested,
~
In response to this Criti-gents in working on various
cism," Mautz wrote Florida
. projects.
SCIENCE FOUNDATION .
about'
editors
and
legislators
A $21,400 grant from the Na· - Mautz assumed office shortunrest and .plans to tional Science Foundation,
.
.
ly before the· student protests student
!'. J~hlel:! D. G~rner, superin- at Florida State University cope· with it.--'I'he-response to Washington, D.C., has been
his letter, Mautz fe~ls, is in- awarded the USF to investi,tendent of Campus Security, ·
h·a :s - announced - additional last spring, and,spent .time Oil· dicative of "co.Jistructive congate the relationships of cercampus during the distur-·
cern" for the future of the . tain tropical American plants.
p.µ-!ru}g lots as overflow space bance talking _to students.
state.
fo.r ~~mmuting students with
Dr. Robert W. Long, ChairThis concern· for the day-'
.
bilfe •parking decals.
He said today's student is
of USF's Department of
man
es•.The .Traffic Committee . has . t o-day. welfare . of students
more idealistic and serious
:appt()ved the use 'of lot 18, tablished rapport with them. tl)c1. student§ of other genera- Botany and Bacteriology, will
direct studies t~ examine taxwest' of· the -religious centers, during his 18 years on the law tions.
and genetic relationonomic
and lot 19, west of the Life faculty -' of the University of
Mautz said that some of, the
the tropical Ruellia
of
ships
assistant
as
Science Building, to- accom- Florida,. and later
students are dedicated . to
with other plants of
Tuberosa
modate commuter students dean of law, and· dean and achieveing ·change in I the
specie s
paniculate"
"
the
un_able . to find parking space ~ice president- for• academic wor1d around them, and that
RuelAmerica.
North
in
found
their usually serio-bs purpose,
affa~rs.. .
other approved areas. ·
bluea
is.
Tuberosa
lia
Mautz said- that there is a their urge tow_ard activism,
Previously, lot 18 was open
tropito
native
plant
flowered
to· -students 'without parking widening chasm between the a nd their.intense desire to imcal America.
~e~ls. Lot 19 had . be~n re- . university and . the world out-. prove society must be chanThe grant will extend over a
s.erved. for commuting fresh- side. It is .often hard for tax- neled into constructive activi.
two-year period.
_. _payers to see. tangible results ty.
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On The Map At Last
Ann Avelby, a USF Coed commuting the hard wa.y will
finally be able to find her way to the Universtiy. After two
years the State Road Board Dept. has erected a. $1,500 reflector· sign designating the location _of USF for commuters
and visitors. AUhough the sign tells which exit to take, once
. yo,i take the exit, there are no signs telling t-0 tu_m right
left so, perhaps with & little more pressure from South Florida. students, th9 road department will give directions to the
JChool other th&n . the familiar "Follow the Busch Gardens

·or

Signs." -·

• •

l

r
"
~
Four
Measures designed to meet
the needs of a growing Negro
enrollment at USF were introduced at the Student Government (SG) meeting held last
Thursday.
Voting unanimously the SG
agreed to consider t h e
following I resolutions introduced by Argos Representative Franklin Biggins:
That' the SG request that the
Financial Aids Office, with
the aid of black students, explore the possibility of obtaining b l a c k scholai;ship

this university to investigate
the possibility of establishing
an exchange program of taculty anci students of Florida A
& M and USF.
Th t th. SG
d
and a
IS
_en orse
support the efforts of black
.
th .
students to mcrease
e1r
;
numbers at USF.
S·G REPRESENTATIVES
expressed their approval of ·
these proposals, seeing them

10% OFF
TO STUDENTS & STAFF
AT

The University of Alaska
has provided USF with its
newest aean. Ted Ryberg,
ne~iy appointed Dean of Instrµctional Services, began ·
his auties Oct. 16.
~

Ryberg is· now responsible
for · . tqe library resources,
which (include the educational
TV station, WUSF, and, the
WUSF-FM raclfo station,
closed circuit TV, AudioVisuals, graphics, photography, the curriculum library,
and the instruction~! material

PULLAR O'S

PIZZA
Spaghetti
Italian Sandwiches

4818 BUSCH BLVD.
Eust of Busch Gardens

~s necessary steps to a better 'j
understanding between the ii
black and white stud_ents at
USF.
The purpose of this legisla- 'i
tion will be to aid the black l!
By RICHARD .PLANAS
student both financially and ,~
Staff Writer
aca deffil.cally by provi·ding
As
the
bombing
.of North Vietnamese ter·
more funds t o he1p hi ma ttam
ritory came to a halt Nov. 1st, speculations
his education and by providbegan as to whether it would lead toward a
ing a freer flow of ideas a.no, ,:~ possible breakthrough in the Paris peace
instruction pertaining to his ·. · talks. President Lyndon B. Johnson and his
own culture.
,_ immediate ad~ers are confident that it
1 will.
_

New U~F Dean
From Alci~ka

funds.

THAT THIS SG petition the
Administration and Depart- .
nient heads to initiate a definite and positive step in the
attainment of more black facul~ members.
That this SG strongly urge

u.

eral pause~ in 1:1:!e bombing of the North and
"from past experiences this has only served
as infiltration for North Vietnam. Bu~ at the
same time- Nwanze realizes that the U.S.
has stopped the bombing as "an honest
offer" to attain peace.
Jamil Jreisat, 'assistant profeS{ior, said
that w.ithout the halt, the whole effort
toward a peaceful settlement is futile.
Four politicial science professors exTHINKING ·that the bombing of the
pressed their opinions.
North was an obstacle to progress in the
All seemed to partially agree upon, two peace talks, Dennis Knab, assistant profesthings: 1) The bombing halt is a necessary sor, said -t hat although the halt can help, "I
prerequisite toward more meaningful prog- am rather pessimistic to an immeq.iate
ress 'in the negotiations.
•. peaceful settlement."
2) FROM the military point of view, the'
_He added that Vietnam will not get politbombing of North Vietnamese territory ica~y stable until the whole territory is
seemingly so far has not achieved its pur- united. Whatever the outcome of the negopose, that of stopping North Vietnamese in- tiations, Knab said, some kind of war will
filtration into the Demilitarized Zone continue until North Vietnam takes over, al(DMZ) and .the supply of war material to though the U.S. will not necessarily become
the enemy troops.
1involved once it gets out, if such a thing
DR. FREDERICK Horrigan, associate happens.
.
professor, said that "the chance of proceedAs to the possible O\Jtcotpe of the war in
ing with negotiations in Paris depended in Vietnam, they all agreed that the U.S. will
terms of bombing and shelling of the North, have to make more concessions _throughout
on agreement by •Hanoi not to use' the, the negotiations, which in Prof. Knab's
DMZ." It was a necessary ·decision to the words "would be to the advantage possibly
progress of the peace talks, he added.
of North Vietnam. But as Horrigan pointed
Michael Nwanze, visiting assistant pro- out, "the political ~olution is now mor:e imfessor, signaled that the U.S. has made sev- portant than the military solu!ion."

center.
.
He is also· connected with
the $10-million librar/ which
is scheduled for completion in
the summer of 1972.
Dean Ryberg/ who was· Director of Library and Professor of Library Science at . the
University of Alaska, said. he
came ~ere because · he was
"very much impressed ~th
organization at USF. and the
forwil,rd look in approach they
have taken .h ere toward · the
future of the campus.!'. .

.

,·e1RTHCHART - J:usT
··$71

(Continned From Page 1)
bad managers, promoters."

BUT ABOUT 1 a.m. Oct. 31
came Engressia's Waterlo.o.
He attempted to place a call
for _a student to "Long Island.
"I whistled wrong, thougH,
- and got Montreal instead,"
Engressia said. "Then· I pretended to be an operator and
asked for assistance in dialing
BONEY QUEEN
.the correct number from the
Cathy Hitchman, lCBS, won ·
the · title · of Florida State · Montreal operator. The operator. was suspicious and moniHoney Queen at ·the Florida
tored the call."
State Beekeepers ConveQ•
Engressia said by the time
tion held· recently in Reding·'
the
call went through he had
ton Beach·. The _girls · w~re
gone
to another dorin to place
judged
beauty, personalanother can:
ity, and . knowledge, Qf beekeeping: Cathy is now elgi- · · "NATURALLY, the student
ble· to compete for_the..,Miss
I placed ,t he call for talked .exSunflavoi- crown at th:e Flortensively about the 'whiz kid'
ida Stat~ Fair.
who had made his · free call.
The Montreal operator ' broke
in and demanded to know who
was · speaking and from
where. She said she would
trace the call rf he wouldn't
tell her. He spilled the beans,
but he didn't know she
couldn't have traced the
call."
Engressia says he stopped
placing free phone calls on
Nov. 2. And.at 9 a.m. on Nov\
7, Ray Kirfg, director of housing, surprised him in his bed
with · the· announcement he
wol!ld accompany Engressia
.to Dean Wildy.
WILDY ADVISED him of
the administration's knowledge of his actions and toJd

Makes an ideal, uniqu·~
gift. ·Order a chart for
your friends and mate. .
2 for $10.00
··

on

~ Send•name, address, place, date .

arid accurate time of birth to:
.

ASTROLOGY·Ass·oc1ATEs
- -·-· . · --.

...so, FIFTH A~E- <~~P••9J

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, 10017

The Brotherhood of Pi·Kappa Alpha, wi.nners of the Green
league, challenge_our Greek Jrothers of Phi Delta Theta,
winners of the Gold league; to a Footba~I game
DATE
OPEN
j[[J If

'I -

-

WORTH
ON ANY· OF: ·_
JERRY'S,GREAT,

PIZZAS
. Good Untffl>e·c. ~ 1968

tivities, and achievement. The
USF entry will also be judged
on a composition to be sub'11itted no later than the middle of February.

The University Center Fashion Committee will present
the contest during January of
w
Quarter
II, 1969. The USF
cy
winner will be eligible to
~j
enter the National Glamour
Magazine Contest in which
the Top Ten College Girls of
the USA are selected.

PHOTOS
The photos and tran~parencies on exhibit are articles
which were entered in the
1968 Photo Contest. The exhibit will continue in the Univcr•
sity Center Gallery, UC 108,
throijgh Decmeber 6. The gallery is open Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

I

I
i
I

'I.i

Sorry only· one
Coupon per Piitica
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Engressia's Resident AssisTHE LETTERS notifying
. tant, Greg Ervin, was called Engressia of the various adNov. 14 by Dean Wildy's of- ministrative steps taken in his
fice to notify him to tell Joe case were given · to him the
his hearing would be Nov. 15. afternoon of Nov. 15, after
JOE ENGR~IA claims he Dean Wildy notified Joe of his
wasn't told the meeting wo~d suspension.
The letters were ·p re-dated
constitute his hearing. At th~
to
coincide with the actions
meeting Wildy told Engressia
he could either voluntarily taken. Dean Wildy said Monwithdraw or be suspended for day that it was not unusual to .
the remainder of the quarter, pre-date letters. "This also
returning next quarter with a was an unusual case because
signed clearance from Wildy. of Engressia's handicap. We
"I didn't Wgnt to sacrifice couldn't see .the point of sendall the course work I had done ing him the letters through
already this quarter," ·said · campus mail because it takes
Engressia. "So I asked Wildy so long."
ENGRESSIA said he felt
if I could be suspended next
\vritten notification of his
quarter instead." . According . to Engressia, hearing . wall due him the
Wildy said that other students same as other students. "I
would think' the administra- have readers who could"'n ave
tion was condoning "this sort- read the letters to :r:ne," he
said.
of thing" if they ·!lid that.
Dr. Wunderlich said admin"l FEEL THEY are trying istrative action was taken for
to use me as an example to '. 'protection of other people"
other students," said Eng- and· as a "contribution to his
ressia.
(Joe's) growth and educaEngressia claims he wasn't tion."
fully advised · about due procPaul Wallace, another stuess procedures, and that due dent i~volved with the adminprocess guidelines weren't fol- istration over a recent discilowed in his case.
plinary action, is working
"I asked Wildy if my appeal with Engressia fo help him
had to be in any special form prepare his appeal. .
and he said, 'No.' He didn't
The appeal date has not yet
tell me I had to specifically been set, Dr. Wunderlich said
request an open hear4ig ei- Monday.
ther."

Use Our
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,ayment
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TERRACE PLAZA MALL 8876 56th STREET
AND
3924 BRITTON PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER

I

NORTH GATE Shopping Center ,
9013 N. FLOIRDA AVE.

OTHER STORES IN: ST. PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
BRADENTON, PLANT CITY AND LAKELAND

sos Views
U.S. Po1·,t·1·cs

-S pecial Bu·s for USF
SERVICE C~STOMERS
LEAVES for USF
Administra tion Bldg. at
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M. ~

SHOPPING

NOT UNLESS YOU GET HER GIFTS

Excit ing People
ar~ Ringe d

hiin he would meet with' General Telephon·e Co. officials
that afternoon.
The General Telephone offiA position statment on the
cials, Gene Mason, a security national elections was adopted
agent, and Richard C. Farm- ' at the National Convention cif '
er, an _equipment engineer, - SDS in Boulder, Colorado. The
according" to Engressia said paper seemed to sum up the
they ·felt Engressia had no reality of the United States'
criminal intent in .his- actions political situation.
and his potential to . help the
Since the Free ~peech
phone ·c ompany_ was greater . Movement in 1964, concerned
than any harm done.
and pr~gressive students have
At the end of the· interview, been struggling to gain the
there was a discussion of the power ·. to govern their own
possibility of Engressia work- lives.
ing for General Telephone ~
t.s students begin to control
a trouble shooter. General the universities, the paper
telephone officials Monday de- goes on to say, they reflect a
clined to affirm or qeny their culture different from I the
actions.
'
status quo and will direct 'the.
institution toward the goal of
ON · NOV. 8 Engressia was fulfilling the material needs of
advised by Dr. Herbert Wun- people.
derlich, vice-president for stu- Every feur years the ' nadent affairs,- that · he could tion's populatien is allowed to
choose to appear before the voice its opinion. But who
faculty - student discip~aiy ~Ioes one vote for? Obviously
appeals.. board . or before an the personalities are of seeon-·
administrative board.
dary importance. The system
Engressia telephoned Wun- defines its own actions. Indi- ·
derlich's office Nov. 11 to tell 'viduals, the SDS's paper says,
him he ,chose the a~tra- are of little importance no
tive board.
matter whether , they are in
"I thought ~ they would bl! the White House or the polling
easier on me, especially con- booth.
sidering the phone company . Reprinted by' permission . of
was riot going to prosecute," The Forty Niner of October
he said.
30, .1968

TERRACE
PLAZA

ARE YOU .A GIRL PLEASER?

~

FIDELITY,· UNIO.N.

LIFE
Successful Men for the .
Successful College.Plan

VOLK'SW~GEN SERVIC.E
y'

Glamour's new qualifications include leadership, ac-

~

\

Not a mimeograp hed or printed general summary only based on your
sun sign. This· $20 value is a·· complete chart,. han.d -drawn and ba~ed
on the _precise sign & house position-aspects of ill the planets at precise time, place, ' date of your birth.
An amazingly accurat~ _as well as
useful analysis of your _p otentials in
life (career, romance~ marriage, _per- ·
' sonality, etc,f
. .
. .

Glamour Magazine's Best- '
. ~ Dressed Girl on Campus con~ test has been changed to the
Top College Girl On Campus
fil contest.

Joe's· :'Whistling', Dials
Big .Trouble With USF

INDIVI.DUAL ASTROLOGIC4L

_u_c__E_V_E_N_T_S

· Best~Dressed
Ifl Rules Changed ,

I

NOW YOUR OWN COMPREHENSIVE

.

Profs . Discuss
S. - Bombing H alt
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Last week was the fifth annivers~ry of that horrible day in Dallas ;
smce that day we have witnessed
two more political assassinations
which have struck down youthful
and vigorous leaders of our nation.
T h e political assassinations
which have occurred rest une a s y upon the
minds of most
Americans.
Many feel guilty
a b o u t these
events because
they have done
nothing to improve the climate
in t h e United
States where these acts of n·ausea
continue to be played out.
If the American landscape is to
divest itself of this type ot crime
then Americans must be cognizant
-pf 'the part they play in creating
the atmosphere for this type of
horror.

,

Booze Wouldn't ·Hurl USF

~

~

(!CARLIN9

.

Lobel lletr
~ Blick
~IAP
complain that they are expected to
- enforce a rule and law that are almost unenforceable.
. Resident assistants say the
VN T AP
VN TAP
over-21 students can't understand
why they shouldn't be able to drink
on campus and express nothing but
contempt for the rules and rule·makers.
RULES AND LAWS that are almost impossible to enforce and
which are only enforced sporadically and capriciously tend to
ca,use disrespect for all laws and
law-makers.
Another bone of contention with
relation to drinking in the dorms,
is that the Resident Counselors and
Resident Instructors are allowed
by the Housing Office to have liquor in their /lpartments, many of
which are located right in the dor,
.
mitories.
The Student Handbook makes
ho gistinction between a Resident
Counselor who may be a senior or
a graduate student and a resident
who is not a Resident Counselor.
The Student Handbook does not
specify whether "student" refers
to part-time or full time student, to
undergraduate or graduate stu-·
·
dent.
IN OTHER WORDS, there is no
provision in the Handbook for Resident Counselors and Resident Instructors who are enrolled as students to allow them .a privilege clenied others.
Does the Housing Office considis now being done for
er that its rules supersede Univer: nextGroundwork
quarter's Student Government elec_sity regulations?
tions when students Will choose the presiThe· Housing Office says the dent, vice president, and five senators.
Resident Instructor's and Resident.
This year's bets are, so far, riding on
Counselor's apartment is his the concensus that Steve Anderson will
"home." Somehow, a great m_any be the next president of the Sti,ide~t Govstudents consider · their .rooms ernment.
"home" too.
Anderson's appeal is wide. He's
ARE DORMITORY ROOMS to proved himself to be a conservative leadbe considered as similar to cells? er who can get things done. His merits
include working to make life a little eas- .
If so, as usual, the student has
been trodden upon and his rights to ier for us all under the dreaded quarter
be .considered as a free human 'system.
Campus Coalition, the most active,
being have been taken away.
political force at the University ·
viable
Drinking should be. allowed at
time, will work, within the
long
a
for
~
USF for lliose over 2L And another standing political
party, Students for ii.
.;.... in USF dorms right now, 'aJ;]d very thing, a little pub might liven· this
Responsible Government {SRG).
place up. (Nobody can contest
little is ever done about it.
Coalition members are joinlng the inthat!)
Numerous resident assistants
dependent delegation in SRG.

That's right. Booze wouldn't
hurtUSF.
It's time students stopped toler" ating being treated like second
" class citizens and stood up for their
i rig~ts. Why shouldn't students
_· over 21 be allowed ,to drink on
campus?
· We can squelch the first argument. There is no state law prohibiting possession or consumption of
alcoholic beverages by· persons
over 21 on Florida University cam-·
~ puses.
J FOR SOME STRANGE reason,
-~ the "state law" argument is one
that students have been hearing a
long time although it doesn',t exist.
The USF Student Handbook
;,
~ does prohibit students from 'having
,. liquor on campus. In toto the provi.,. sion reads:
·•., "The possession or consumption
: by students of alcoholic beverages
• of any kind or . alcoholic content
anywhere on campus or in any
U.niversity Building is prohibited.
"Alcoholic beverages may not
be served or consumed at any
: dance or other social functioa
~ given in the name of the University
; .or sponsored by any student orga"! -nization or group.
"State law -forbids the use or
'.'._
beverages
{! possession of alcoholic
'4 '
-. by any person under twenty-one
; ·years of age. (See Florida Statutes, Sl959, Chapter 562, "Beverage
! Law Enforcement.")
THIS IS STRAIGBTFOWARD
-~
~ :a nd clear. However, it is not im"' mutable. The student body and the
-~ Stud~nt Government can, and
-~ should, press for a change in this
. handbook regulation (among oth'
; ers).
Administrators claim that if
.;
students over 21 were allowed -to
·, drink that more students ·under 21
would be drinking too, because
, their over-21 friends . would buy
: -them liquor.
. . THIS SOUNDS SOMEWHAT
· ·, similar to the situation that al'_/ ready exists in residence halls.
· T/:lere's a 'lot of drinking going on

Another Blow For Due Process
Tile problem of taking appropri- ressia the choice of withdrawing
• ate disciplinary action in the un- from school voluntarily or being
usual and complex case of Joe En- suspended. An honor student, Eng~. ·gressia poses unique difficulties ressia chose the latter course and
planned to appeal.
• for USF administrators.
But once again, as so recently
Engressia say Nov. 15 he asked
illustrated in the Paul Wallace Wildy if there was any special forcase, the administration has shown_ mat he needed to put his appeal
its inability or unwillingness to int_o. He says Wil(iy said "anyhandle a student disciplinary ac- thing" would do.
tion wi-th regard for correct proce"Anything" is not particularly·
dure, the student's r1ghts and due illuminating. For example, Eng·process . .
ressia says he ·wasn't told he had
In the case of Engressia, the ad. to specifically request an open
ntinistration's "ipdividualized" ap- hearing in_order to have one.
proach showed .disregard for both
procedural guidelines and · due
ALSO ON Nov. 15, Wildy read
process.
four letters to Engressia relating
~
. IN ltEFEltENCE to due pr9c- to _ various administrative , steps
~
.ess, fl1e Handbook states:
taken in the case. Engressia
~•A student allegedly violating . "picked them up that afternoon-; Tlie
University codes and regulations letters were pre-dated to 'coincide
· ~ ··spall receive complete and full in- with administrative actions.
struct\on by the University regard~
Is ·the fact that Engressia is
ing individual rights and responsi- blind justification for the admti'.lisbilities, including due process pro• tration not supplying' advance writ_cedur~s and the right of appeal.
·,
ten notice of his hearJig?
. "A _STUDENT h~s the right to
/ After all, as Engressia pointed
the following due process proce- out, he does have readers.
dure: Written statement of his alIf Engressia did in ac~ality what
leged violation; counsel; hear ing the administration ·claims, approbef0re studepts and fa cu 1 t y;
, priate disciplinary action should
knowledge-of actio1_1 taken; and ap- have been taken. However, this acpeal." ·
tion must of necessity follow the
·. · Can a 9 a.m. visit by Ray ~ing, established guidelines in the Handdirector oLhqusing, to -Engressia's
book, including due proc.ess.
: room to advise him that he was to
Now his case will go before the
~ report to Dean of 'Men Charles
Board of Discipline and . Appeals,
~ Wildy for an "interview," · be conand it is a certainty.-that the due
1 sidered fair notification to Eng- process
questions will be raised.
. ressia that he was to be confronted
We don't feel that Engressia's
; by the adI;linistration for violating
presence endangers other -memregulations?
lI · University
.
On Nov. 8 Engressia was ad- bers of the University community.
,,
has given his word not to make
J vised by Dr. Wup.derlich, dean of' He
more "whistle" calls.
any
: ., • student affairs, that he could
the Telephone company's
And
.:. choose between the faculty-student
not to prosecute is certaindecision!
Board of Discipline and Appeals or
that they don't
indication
an
ly
an administrative board.
particularly
"crime"
his
consider
ENGRESSIA notified Wunderthey just
perhaps
(Or
heinous.
lichs' office of bis choice of the adthe Unito
buck
the
ss
a
p·
to
wanted
mipistratjve board on Nov. ll.
administration
the
hoping
versity
' On Nov. 15 Engressia again met
with bean Wildy. This was his would discipline Engressia. If so,
"hearing" although he says he was they are -abdicating their responsi·
.. not aware that it was at the time. bility to the public. )
One day, though, a case may
Engressia claims he was not no. : ..
. - tified that the Nov· 15 meeting was come up in which a student's pres· :: his hearing and therefore liad no ence in the University is hazardous
time to prepare a case or seek to others ·and he "gets off" because
his right to due process was not
counsel.
ON NOV. 15 Wildy gave Eng- fully observed.
~
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AMERICANS RESPONSIBLE

RAY ZOGORSKI
I

Presidential Odds

SOME POSSIBILITIES
It's riot known at this time what political advancements they will try to make,
but here are the possibilities.
With· the large independent delegation
they have a good chance of informally
controlling, they could put leverage, in
the form of a dark-horse presidential
candidate, on · the convention to meet
their demands for nominations to some
of the Sehate positions and maybe even
the vice-presidential spot.
'·
that could be
Prime candidates
'

entirely new dialog. We as studen~ are
thrown into the ring are Reps. Bob Van
Hook and Doug Griffin, and ,there could . a separate group. We are going to make
· rules and regulations only for studepts.
be others.
Whatever-the gains, active participa- We only represent students. · We-..jeopardize our potency when we
tion by the Coalition will probably assure
faculty and administration repreinvolve
them of a .good position in the representative elections third quarter. They now sentation as part of the decision-making
process."
hold some 20 seats in the legislature and
Sen. Roger Coe disagreed, contending
have a growing number of sympath iz• that Wunderlich is an important link beers. It would not be impossible for them
tween the administration.
to control, memberwise, the legislature.
COMPASSIONATE REJECTED
Rep. Mike Domanski accused Coe of
RASH MOVEMENT / ·
being on the "take" in view of his ada- ·
There's also some tallt of a RASH
The· electorate, after Witnessing
movement (Roy Ashley for Senator~ mant stand to have wunqerlich. remain
the deaths of Senator Kennedy and
Huh). Ashley, in ·a · recent disclosure to an ex officio member.
Dr. King, was still able to reject
the press said he is dllfinitely "not a canCoe had said ~lier _that -W.!1,!1!1$',P.ch me11 o §.i{nil~'--coJJ1pass~o~ and
·
di.date."
had pelped pay his w ay' to the 'National · love and e}ected . G o 1 d w a t e r,
Student Association Convention this sum_And last, but not least, a ~cent
and Agnew·.
mer. Coe ·said he was unaware of Wun- Tower, Gurney
'will
he
.
because
only
·
~oiled
movement
is guided by the
country
The
derlich's move at the time.
graduate this year, the GROSSE organielect and the napeople
the
men
Supzalion (Grass Roots · Organization
ABSENTEES
ON
MORE
its current viochange
cannot
tion
Reelection).
for
Scott
porting
Due to, I hope, m'.Y efforts, the legisla- lent course without the election of
1
And if ~nything's been baniµed
ture has been sped up policing its ranks. . men of responsibility. When a rasaround a lot this year, it's the issije of
Reps. Ginger Aiin Brown and Robert
Administration representation in the leg• Cotterman will have proceedings initi- . cist (and a demogogue) can run
· for the presidency of the United
·
islature.
ated against them, impeachment dependStates and receive nine million
ing on the judiciary.
EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
votes, then Americans should do
,
Vice-President Herbert Wunderlich
There's still a large area where the
deep soul searching.
some
·now sits as an ex officio member of the legislature is failing. The whole process
it is the ideological opinions
For
_legislature. A great many of the legislaof excusing absences has to be drasticaloffice holders
compassionless
of
tors would like to see his status in the ly re-evaluated.
to drift sicksociety
our
allow
that
Student Government changed.
Legislation to this effect was defeated
onward.
ly
Sen. Ben Brown said, "We need an last Thursday night.

STOP ASSASSINATION

A Bitter 'Pill' At UF
lly lli\RVEY ALPER
Florida. Alligator

find it impossible to support a series of
supposedly public ' service-orient~d articles which may sentence some coed to
an unwanted pregn!jncy or a d,angerous
abortion.

(ED.is NOTE: The follOlVll!g is a student commentary appearing in tbe Florida Alligator Nov. l!l. U is in rilfel'ence to
Let us not deceive ouri,elyes; ·with or
the re~nt controversy at the University
"the pill" our 'society's attitude
without
of Florida over the B~lth Center dispensexual relations has changed.
toward
sing birth control pills to unmarried ·
Like it or not, pre-marital sexual relacoeds. In one of the Alligator's news
stories on the controversy, Dr. Robert tions are a fact - a very real fact throughout our. society and •its various
Egolf, director of the- USF 'Health Cenecopomic and social strata.
Ceiiter
Health
ter, said that the USF
would not prescribe birth control pills for
THE ARGUMENT cannot rest there,
coeds because it did not have the facilihowever. It will be asserted, pertiaps
ties necessary for providing the needed
with great reason, that "tlie pill!' has
pelvic examinaijoils.)
greatly added to our "new (im)moralYet, even if this be true, it is even
ity."
The Florida Alligator ' has done a disimmoral and certainly far more
more
service to the students of the UF. And,
inflict the physical and psychoto
cruel
inas has.. been the case in the past, the
logical suffering of urtwanted pregnancy
, jury to the students is guised in the
upon any coed who has engaged in preforlj:l of good investigative journalism.
·
marital relatio11s, pill or no pill.
· . The disservice I speak of is the recent
series of speci~l reports on' the UF lnfirl3ut, to be even more to the point, aif
. mary's birth control pill policy.
The Alligator has really done is to force
under-age single females to seek medical
IN AN "OFTEN naive but always sinin the Gainesville commt,mity
help
cere attempt to "let the people know," · through private phy~icians at great perThe Alligator "revealed" to the citizens
sonal expense.- Worse yet, The Alligator
of this state and the students of this Unihave gone a long way towards esmay
versity that birth control' pills were being
a black market or passtablishing
prescribed by Infirmary physicians to
network for "the pill"
'em-along
_
single females under the age of 21.
amongst University women .
According to The Alligator, and our
University president who is himself a
• IN ACCOMPI.Il)HING all tllis destn1cformer Chief Justice of tbe Florida Sution, The .t\lligatot has not-so.incidentally
preme Court, such action by physicia115 , invaded-the traditionally private and seis illegal.
cret area of physician-patient relations.
sending a coed reporter to the infirBy
Alligator
Hence, in all likelihood, The
has managed to summarily end the dis- mary as a young woman ostensibly in
pensing of "the pill" by University phy- need of help, _and then turning on those
sicians to those females, single and under . who gave her aid, The Alligator has
dealt a low blow to the medical men who
legal age, who have determined to cast
seek to help stud~nt.s on this cainpus.
aside what is n·ow considered the old mo·
rality.
- An analogy might well be in order
here. Recently, The Alligator published a
WHILE I cannot myself condone the
- promiscuity that constitutes "the new now much-publicized interview with Jack
Dawkins, a black man sought by local
(im)morality," I find it impossible to
condone any action which might cause police on charges of arson. As of this
writing, Alligator Editor Harold Aldrich
unnecessary heartbreak 1md suffering. I

(

I

I
I

•

What Americans do in their
homes, portray on the movie
screen, and how they pull the lever
on election day helps create 'o r destroy the climate _for hate and political assassination.
Robert Kennedy, upon hearing
of the death of Martin Luther King
said, "What we need in the United
States ... is love and wisdom and
compassion . towards one another,
and a feeling of justice towards
those who still suffer within our
own country, whether they be
white or black."
The man who spoke these com- .
passionate words is now gone and
the poor and disenchanted have
lost a spokesman.
In the elections just passed
America used little compassion
and even .less love towards those
• "who still suffer within our own
country;" -

is working to insure that he will not be
forced to reveal Dawkins' whereabouts to
police because; as Aldrich rightly
claims, the interview in question was
conducted under a professional cover of
secrecy and source protection.
PLAINI,,Y, ALDRICH sees a reasonable right to protect his "patients" as a
moral and ethical fact. This is COllllilendable.
How then can he morally and ethically violate the even more h;illowed and
respected physician-patient relij.tionship?
It should also be recogqlzed that in
presenting its articles on ·"the pill" and
the coed, TM .t\lligator neglected to consider that UF President Stephen C.
O'Connell is a devout Roman Catholic and
·
·
an ex-jucige.
WHILE O'CONNELL can only be all
the more respected for his religious
devotion and legal accomplishments, it is ·
foolhardy to think tllat as a Catholic and
as a man of the law he could allow birth
control pills to be dispensed illegally to_
coeds at a University he directs.
O'Connell is a man who condemns
even the slightest breach of law. He
holds that if the law is wrong, it should
be changed by the people's representatives in the Legislature. Until and unless
the law is changed, O'Connell deems it
his legal and moral duty to strictly enforce and up)lold it.

ANO, CONSU)ERING tpe president's
religious faith, his views on this matter
must be all that much more against even
the slightest breach of law under the
guise of even the p)lysician-patient relationship.
.,,
Certainly it is unfortunate that so
many will probably now suffer for so little. Lest we condemn The Alligator, however, let us all remember that we all
·
make mistakes.
The shame of it is that our biggest
mistakes may nQw well become The Alligator's fault as well as our own.
'

Political assassination in America must not be allowed to become
a national past-time so that whenever a young and progressive mind
tries to speak out on tne burning issues of today he is cut down by the
bullet.
The violence of our wars and on
our media and in our homes m4st
be reconciled into the evil that it
really is.
As Robert Kennedy once said:
"Let us dedicate ourselves to
what the Greeks wrote so many
years ago; to tame the savageness
of rnan and make gentle the life of
the world.
"Let us dedicate ourselves to
that, and say a prayei.· for our
C01.U1try and for our people.''
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3. FOR RENT

I

2-bed house, clean, furnished,
on lake, private dock, boat, diving board. $100 a month. Saletube type fender Bassman.
Good shape $225; Stereson PA
columns, 'like new $175; 4-piece
Rogers Drums $300. 920-5834.
Near USF. One bedroom furnished apartment. AC & Heat.
$87.50 per month. Coup~e, no
pets. 11719 15th Street. Phone
225-3721 or 223-1926 · ·

ADS

Gen Tel
Donates $500

The Bachelor of Indepen9. LOST ANO FOUND
dent Studies (BIS) Adult DeLadies' beige trenchcoat, ini- gree Program was pres~ted
tials VIR Reward, Phone 932with a $500 check by General
8317.
- - - - - - - - - - - Telephone Company on Oct.

13. MISCELLANEOUS

Four Letter .W ords

5

3:30 a. m. NUMBER

Porsche, Cortil'!as Win ·
Night Auto Rallye

Got Editor Fired

philip runnels
.._

31.

The Editor in Chief of the
Purdue University Exponent
has 1been fired by Purdue's
administration. ·
Purdue is a Big 10 school in
West Lafayette, Ind.

independent from Purdue, but
the university's administration is still considered the official owner of the paper.

A Porsche d r i v e n bf
Jeffries won the modified division in the USF Sports Car
Club's Night rallye last Satur~
day. A Triumph finished first
in tire C division while Cortina
GT's won the top spots in the
_E and F divisions.
Lyle drove his Comet to
fi~t in the sedan division
while Turner finished second
in a Falcon and Almond,
third, in a Cougar.
·

The donation was presented ·
TA-RA-DA, TA-RA-DA, TA-RA-DA, DA-DA-DA-DA-DA-DA.
by .Robert Cromwell; of GenThat, folks, is my own little fanfare for the return of PBL
WATERS SAID the staff
eral Telephone, and was acwould go against the adminiscepted by Russell Cooper, (Public Broadcast Labratory) for its second season. The first
MIKE WATER, the Expo- tration's decision by operating
programs, scheduled for Sunday evening on Channel 3 at 8 is
dean of Liberal Arts.
1
nent
feature editor, said editor without an editor.
"Birth
and
Death."
The
experimental
program
features
a
film
·
Cromwell made the preFOR
SALE
·
II
was
fired
William
R.
Smoot
e$ay
capturing
the
joy
of
life
beginning
and
the
anxiety
of
a
at
a
·luncheon
of
the
sentation
5·
.
BIS Advisory .Council in Uni- dying man. (IN COLOR). I'm fully aware Ed Sullivan will have because of continual disagree1960 Bug-eyed Sprite. Exce1lent
283 trained mongolian ant eaters doing a water ballet in the ment with the Purdue adminversity Center, room 255..
condition. $550. Phone 988-3284.
All items to furnish a 2 room
This is the second donation Hudson River . . . but give PBL a look-see ; • • you may be istration.
apartment. Includes couch, reSmoot said that he had
General Telephone has ··given surprised.
clining c~air, be~. rugs, lamps, 20 PERSONAL NOTES
to
the
BIS.
had
no warning that the Unitables, dishes, silverware, etc. _._ __.__ _ _ _ _ __
OTHER filGHLITHTS ON THE BIGS INCLUDE:
.
versity
would fire him.
Available a t end ~ Quarter I. REFLECTION _ For your . in:
"Ellen Stewart" tonight at 8 :30 . • . The godmother of a
9
Several of the editorial
Call 35-0982. .
spection, curious satisfaction,
. group of young playwrights an(/. actors talks about her Cafe La
7. HELP WANTED
self-improvement, and spiritual
Mamma, the focal point of an off-Broadway threatre move- stands taken by Sinoot had 1
unfoldment, we specialize . 1n
been widely criticized by Purment.
EXCEPTIONAL EARNING _ books on the following subjects:
due alumni and the Pur.
The
USF
campus
Americans
"The
Sun-King
The
Versailles
of
Louis
XIV"
Fric;lay
at
8
OPPORTUNITY
. HAPPINESS . . HEALTHdue administration. Smoot's .
DIET ... Y.QGA . . DREAMS for Dem o·e r a.ti c. ·Action . · ••• A visit to Versailles.
for _...
. . RELIGIOUS . . ASTROL- (CADA), the student division
·"A- Mother for Janek" Friday -at 9 .•• · Award-winning stands on Vietnam, the PurS<:Tence teas hers or science graduates t o OGY . . NUMEROLOGY . .
of the ADA, held its first or- play about a man who feels he must marry to provide a mother due administration, the Inteach and travel in a sciente lecture PALMIST.RY . • PSYCHOLganizat
ional meeting Wednes- for the orphaned nephew who has suddenly come into his life. diana legislature, the goverprogram of nuclear education presented OGY . . ESP . . REINCARin secondary schools t hroughout the NA,TION . ;. KARMA . ':
. nor ahd the Johnson Adminis20.
·
day,
Nov.
United Slates.
•
•
"ARTHUR MILLER" FRIDAY AT 10 . . . Arthur Miller tration had been the most
At the meeting directed by
WEALTH-SUCCESS . . MYSDuring each full ~eek Of travel, science TICISM . . BLACK & WHITE
Vice Pres. Cap~y Kidd and ' will talk about criticism, his ow~ work and general state of controversial, · Waters.,said.
educ~tors are pa id $63. subslstence, $25 "ARTS
ARE
UNITY
premium pay and lodging cost pllrs a
· ·
· · · · •
SA representative Doug Grit- heal,~h of ~e th~atre an~ of t!1e?~•ation.
m in1111um base sa lary- of $600 monthly. • . ROSICRUCIANS .. MU ••
. HOWEVER, Smoot had also
fin, the members discussed '
Who 1s Jacques L1pch1tz . next Wednesday at 8 :30 ..•
Vehicle Is provided (with credit cardl. ATLANTIS .. PROPHECY ..
authorized the use of a numpolicy
prior
to
electing
comthe
77-year-old
sculptor
is·shown
in
his
studio
and
as
the
cenQualiflcatfons: Degree in science · or sci- , HANDWRITING
ANALYSl£
mittee heads.
ter of attention on "Lipchitz Day" as Hastings-on-Hudson hon- ber of articles with question· ence ed,ucation. Cap~ble of • • HYPNOSIS . •
.
of extensive trav~I. GD<?'1 Plus many more on metaphysiable four, five, six and seven
·
Elected were Tom "Mingo" ors a famous resident.
~ealth and speaking abil- cal religious and occult sub1
letter words. An occasional
Jty.
,
.
'
Downs,
coordinator
of
public
.
jects. Send for _our free cataWake • to • muiic
12-letter word was used, too.
Em11[oyment to begin in December, 1968, logue.
SPEAKERS · AVAILA- relations; SA representative
automatically. ·
Janui!ry, 1969 or July, 1969. .
BLE ON ABOVE SUBJECTS. Mary Margar~ Rutledge,
Waters said Purdue Pres. ·
.
.
.
Built-In antenncr.
- For application and further information, Any · item not iii stock will be campus. coordinator; SA repAssuming they just don't make them like they used to, ; Fredrick L. Hovde has autho' write:
ordered for you immediately.
rized Smoot's dismissal.
resentative
.
Paul
\fallace,
,,
··some
of
the·fli~ks
they
used
to
make_
that
they
don't
aily~ore
.
· Personnel Office
3814 South Dale Mabry, Br ihon
urban coordinator; area New will be on the Sony Circuit this week:
The' Exponent is financially ,
OAK RIDGE ASSOCIATED
Plaza. Phone 839-7390 .
Party_ Vice Pres. Jeff Smith ··
"High Sierra" Friday night at 9 on 13 . • . a 1941 film wi~
UNIVERSITltS
" Dear Carol and P ierre : Hapcoordmator of national inter- Ida Lupino and Humphrey (Bogart that is). Gangster and girl i:. ._- _- - - - - - - - - P.O. Box 117
py Thanksgiving.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
Love,
ests.
hid out in the High Sierras (presto: the ' title) QDfil the police
LAY IT AWAY FOR
- The CADA is the group find tbem. ·
.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Basic Studies"
CHRISTMAS FOR ONLY $1.00
· · w:hich the Campus .Cofl.Jition
.
.
. . ..
·
.,
·
grew out of, and it JJlans to~
THE MORNING AFl'ER THE NIGQ.T BEOFRE, J.e., SunUNTIL DEC. 14th
day: Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy will .be re-re-re:re-re-run itt
take strong stands on the war
the draft, and especially stu: "Sons of the Desert" (1934) at 9:30 on 8. At 11:30 p.m., same
dent rights.
station, same day, "The Three Musketeers," a 193~ renovation
· of Dumas' short story will be shown with Walter Abel and Paul
Lukas.
,,...
For all the lecherous shut-ins • • • NBC is giving you an
early Christmas present. Following the "Elvis Presley Special," for all the funny little shut-outs 1 will be the "Bridget Bardot Special" with BB herself in her first ,American special singing, dancing and clowning at many of her favorite -haunts in
STYROFOAM
'
Paris, London and Saint-Tropez.
·
HEY THERE
New and -former students
·
SPORTS FANS, wishing to enroll for Ql!arter
TAKE A CHANCE!,If you've never flown with the Grace L.
Furgison 'Airline and Storm Door Company, see "Secret CereYOUR CHECK IS GOOD.
SEE THE
II classes at USF-St Peters- mony" with Elizabeth Taylor arid Mia Farrow along with Rob11
burg
must
submit
applications
WITH STUDENT I.D.
GOING
by Thursday, Dec. 5.
ert Mitchum. Mia is supposed to be more haunted than in
. Course offerings have in: '!Rosemary's Kid," and the Daily News said it " makes 'VirginTHING" BY .
ia Woolf' look like 'Little Women.'" (Whatever that means).
\
FORD
creased. Most" courses given Irs at the Florida on Franjdin.
during the day are for juniors
and seniors while graduate
-level studies are offered in the
evening.
•
,,..
..iWntrt your
_Torii Ewell: (the prototype for Tony, ~Randall and Jack
Stupents can enroll for'
Lemmon)
will
be
in
St.
Pete·
along
with
Rosem;iry
Prinz
to
star
classes-on the Tampa_ and St.
Petersburg...campuses simulta- · in the Broadway musYt'al "Tlie Apple. Ti-ee". at' the Bayfr'bnt
lri'n1Your Nul l'nlgiplionT, Us
Center. Perfrdmances-·are Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at
neously.
.
Students cleared by the Ad- 8:15 p.m: -with a matinee on Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. Tickets
missions Office will register average $5. For furth~r information telephone 898-6365.
In the true spirit of. Christmas (only 25 days early) the
Jan. 2-3 in the gymnasium on
Gen,eral Telephone Company is featuring ·a FREE Christmas
the Tampa campus.
·
Pick up an extra ca~n lodajf
Application forms and otlier Concert with the Suncoast All-Star Youth Chorus under the
information may be obtained · direction of Dr. John Raymond, dean of the Fred Waring Music
by calling 898-7411 St. Peters- Workshop. Held in ~cKay Auditorium this Sunday at 3:30 p.m .;
burg, or · at USF-St. Peters- the 140-voice chorus features tp.e finest high school vocalists
from the surrounding counties.
. burg, 830 First St.1 S.
GET MORE OUT OF SCHOOL
. . . Have more ' time for extra
curricular . activitiE;s and social
ev'ents "."hile you rmprove your
s~olastic average .. Learn how.
to ~tudr under self-mduced h~nohc influence. The material
!OU learn un~ei these conditions
1s deeply impressed, permanently retained and requires
only a fraction of the normal
study time. For further information P h. 876-6073.

CADA Elects
New Officers

'

GENERAL ELECTRIC
CLOCKRAi>IO

d•

~

~ogart Hides Bo 1es

$12sa

Taste-

that,

beats
the
others
cold! -

USF-St-. Pete

HUGE ICE CHEST-

99 c

·Applications
·oue Dec. -5

Toin ·Ewell Eats Apples

Honest-toPepsi taste!

'P EPSI•··
COLA

Ron Cowen Makes It ·

"Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

TERRACE
BEAUTY SALON ·
· Temple Terrace Shopping . Cen-ter

Phone 988,2798

,

. In ·lhe What The Hell Am I Doing In Tampa Department
this week, we have the story of little 23-year-old R.Qn Cowen
· who will have his original ~creen play, "Saturday Adoption,"
aired on CBS Playhouse next Wednesday·evening.
, Cowen had written his first full-length play, "Summerttee,"
during the 1966-67 academic year. After eight months of work,
he sent the-complete script to Jerome Lawerence, under whom
he'd taken a playwriting course at U.C.L._A. Lawrence sent
the script to the- Eugene O'Neill Foun(lation in Connecticut,
where it was· given a · try-out performance in the summer of
1967.
CBS PRODUCERS SAW IT THERE, got in touch with
Cowen, and asked him to write an original for CBS Playhouse.
How" he did it, getting his second script on TV's more a ugust
dramatic program, {paying up to $25,000 for one script) even
before he'd earned his master's?,lleady gang? He said, "I was
r
lucky.''
The play, incidentally, d~rives from Cowen's own experience. In the script, Rich, a college student, tutors a 14-year-old
Negro boy, Macy. Soon he's-sharing his dreams of future possibilities with the lad, to whom optimism is an _oddity.
BEAUX ARTS .G4LLERY, Pinellas . P ark, will show
"Chafed Elbows" Thursday th~ugh Sunday at 8 and 10 p.m.
The New York Times has called the film ". . • the greatest
underground satire ever filmed. ;, Admission is $1.25. Sunday afternoon at 3, Maria J~ana Acosta, underground poetess and
a{tist, will give a reading - exhibit.

* * *

(

/

·,· SANDW-1.CH
SHOP
.

<

_ WE SPECIALIZE" IN

CUBAN & PASTRAMI
.

,

Aiso

.SHRIMP BOX
CHICKEN BOX ✓
FISH:BOX
SUBMARINE P1ZZA
9228 56th ST•. PH: 988-6559

If Rowan and 'Martin fail to give the Flying Fickle Finger
cit F ate Award to Sh~ey Winters this week .. . . allow me. Miss
Winters went on record on the Merv Griffin Show last week as
saying the reason Jackie Kennedy married the " Big 0" is ,obvious: she was-scared and felt the Secr~t Service didn't afford
her enough protection. She therefore enlisted the services of
Aristotle's private army, island and personal protective service.

#
m

.

I GET MORE OUT OF .SCHO.Ol •••

ID

Have more time for extra curricular activities and tociaf events

m while you improve your scholastic average. .Learn how to study
m under self- induced hypnotic influence. The material you learn
@ under these conditions is deeply impreued, permanently ,re$: tained and requires only a fraction of the norll)l!II ltudy time,
w.

n

For further information Ph.- 176-60~3.

-...

'

~ ~ ~ m r r 1 : _·;·n ~·: ~

TERRACE

~ 1 ··
·l) _

and cut-rate liquors

8448 56th Street
TEMPLE TERRACE
CUT RATE LIQUORS
Next To Pcintry , ·r ide

PRESCRIPnON

COSTS YOU LESS!

~J(does

aperfectsize7
looKMrfect

onfy2Jd~

eveJJlmontfi?

It has nothing to do with
<:_alones. It's a special
-female weight gain ..•
caused by temporary
water..weight ·build-up.
Oh, you know... that ·
uncomfortable full
feeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
yol,lf menstrual period.
_This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well. .
(lt puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
t issues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
a-amps.and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)
That's why so
__ many women take PAMPRIN®.
l_t ·g ently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
_tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect
,size 7 never looks less than perfect.
.Nor feels less than perfect, either.

5326 Busch Blvd.

"

Ll

\
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Brahmans Clinch State Title
By JEFF SMITH, Sports Editor
South Florida's soccer team capped a somewhat
disappointing but stilf highly • successful first NCAA
season with a 5-0 win over Florida's Gators Saturday
to gain its third consecutive state championship.
USF went into last weekend's home games with
Saint Leo and Florida needing a sweep for its unprecedented third straight title, and the Brahmans captured both contests without allowing a goal.
Coach Dan Holcomb's Brahman charged past the
Mm1.archs 4-0 Friday night with sophomore forward
Dan Gaffney leading the way ·with two goals. Jack

ORACLE SPORTS EDITOR

A Mad Brahman
Seems my recent column concerning the selec' as the USF nickname caused retion of Brahman
buttal from one student, although others enjoyed it .
Robert Bic kel; who s ubmitted our nickname
and mascot, sent Editor Mario Garcia a letter
-recently, challenging ,some of my statem~nts. Mr.
:Bickel is now attending Florida State and studying
: in the College of Law. No, he is not suing me. ·
His letter was carefully studied and I feel Mr.
Bickel deserves a seridus reply. The column was
·written partially to inform students of how w e ob, tained the mascot and nickname. I did hope for
' humor, although I didn't intend for anyone to think I
~ was laughing at our traditions.

I RESPECT Mr. Bickel's choice and would have
voted for it over the other four finalists. He and I
:think a long the same lines when he mentions that he
' hopes to see the mascot on t he sidelines during
.South Florida football games, hopefully not too dis: tant in the future.
So, Bob, I ·hope this explains my position · on
,
note that many of
: your choice. I was pleased to
.1
;your t houghts con cerning USF 's growth and future
: t>arallel mine .

Quickies
This columnist made his first appearance on
' WUSF-TV, Channel 16, Monday night at 7:05 and if
you missed it, ask station director Dave Guerra for
a repeat. It may go down in the station's history as
one of the best "Sports Roundtable" snows. That's
probp.bly because .this is the show's first season.
Coach Dan Holcomb, whose soccer team j ust
won its third, state crown, a.nd Co_ach Gil Hertz,
whose cross country team post~d its first ·winning
season, were the other guests. Dick Crippen _ of
WLCY-TV was the moderator.

*

*\ *

Have heard several interesting reports the past
few days and thought I 'd pass them along.
THE PLEDGES OF Zeta Beta Tau challenged
the same of TEP to a big game at USF last Saturday at noon. They tabbed it the '(Toilet Bowl," but
didn't inform us of the winner.
Pi Kappa Alpha's Don Crank, who phoned back
the cross countcy results from away meets this year
besides starring ,o n the excellent squad, says his
fraternity is challenging Phi Delta Theta to USF's
first "Super Bowl" after Thanksgiving. The Pikes
won the Fraternity Green division w hile Phi Delta
cinched the Fraternity Gold title. The Intramural
. offic'e s cheduled no playoff anp Pi Kappa claims it' s
the superior club. What about it, Phi Delts?

* * *

THERE HAS BEEN some talk over the sharp
decrease in attendance at soccer gam\:!s this year;
even though it was another successful y ear. We believe we have the answer.
The Brahmans drew the largest crowds in 1966.
-And that's when Mike Storms, sports director of
WUSF-TV and Radio, handled the play-by-play. It
was said c ampus coeds at the games lived and died
on Mike's every word.

BE WITH THE IN CROWD
DO YOUR SHOPPING AT THE

SANDAL.SHOP
306

s. DALE MABRY

Belford and P ete Tumminia scored the· others. All
were unassisted.
GOALIE JERRY SEIFERT'S fourth blank job in seven
games gave the South Floridians an unusually easy win over the
Gators Saturday. Seifert has 10 shutouts in three years and
stopped opponents on 15 scores in 12 games for a 1.25 average
this yea'.r.
The twin victories ended the season at 9-2-1 for the Brahmans. Although they weren't invited to any post-season tournaments, the boaters were 8-0-1 in state competition to wrap up the
title. Rollins College finished second.
Holcomb's club has now posted a 25-1-1 record in state battles
the last three years. His overall mark at USF is 35-8-2 in four
years. South Florida has never had a losing season ·in soccer.
FWRIDA BROUGHT A 17-game win streak into the game
with USF, and, appropriately enough, it was South Florida who
handed the Gators their last defeat. That one was early last year
·
.
iat USF.
The Gators, 6-1 this year, were 16-1-1 last year and have a
142-16-14 record, all under Coach Al Moore, who started the team
.
in 1953.
USF's first score came when senior Brian Holt twisted •a
short pass into the area directly in front cif the Gator net and
Gaffney fired it in. Only seven minutes remained in the first period when that play occurred. South Florida led 1-0 after the opening quarter.
TUMMINIA WASTED almost no time in gaining his eighth
assist of the campaign as he helped Phil Vitale . score his 16th
.
marker with 4:42 gone in the second period.
Gaffney started the scoring in the second half after just 1:53
in the third period unassisted. He feinted past several defenders
before popping in his second goal of the game and 10th of the
·
season.
USF maii:itained the 3-0 advantage into the final quarter

when a Gator was called for pushing in the penalty area. Jerry
Zagarri scored bis 12th goal on the penalty kick to hand the
Brahmans their fourth score.
V~ALE RAC~ UP his 17th go~ and the las! for USF this
year with 19 :54 gone m the fourth peI'lod on an assist from Gaff.
ney. Vitale's 17 goals is ~e one-s~ason· record while Gaffney has
the assist mark with 12.
South Florida outshot the Gators 28-11; t railed in corner kicks
4-8; had 15 saves to Florida's 18 ; tied the Gators in fouls with
.
six; and had no offside infractions to one for .Florida.
Three Brahman seniors played their last game for the soccer
Brahmans.' Holt, Jim Houck and Mike Neminsky won't be on the
1969 soccer roster and Holcomb said he wasn't going to have an
,
easy time replacing them.
"THOSE THREE played outstandingly for us all year and it
will be tough finding talent to take over their positions."
Holt performed for the Brahmans four seasons and has been
the team captain the last three. He has mii,de the All-State Team
three consecutive years and is looking for the bid again this time.
Houck is also a four-year player a nd has probably been the
most·versatile man on any of the Brahman teams. He has performed at goalie, right and left fullback, halfback and forward.
NEMINSKY PLAYED two seasons for USF after seeing action on the University .of Miami team. He played regularly for
the squad both years.
Besides Vitale's an~ Gaffney's individual marks, the team
also set some records. . South Florida scored 56 goals whicl)
eclipsed the old standard by four; set a single game record with
17 goals against MacDill; tied the shutout mark for a season with
tour; and had three men scoring 10 or more goals.
South Florida will take a ..seven-game win skein into next
year's first contest. After a mediocre 2-2-1 start, the Brahmans
coasted to 41 scores in the seven wins, averaging almost six goals
per game.

OSF Runners Nab Third
By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Writer
If USF's cross country team
has any. intentions of winning
the State Cross Country

Delta Zeta
Clinches
IM Crown
By FRANK KILLGORE
Sports Writer
I
Delta Zeta won only one
event but took first in the
women's intramural track
meet last week with 33 points.
The Physical Education Majors 'finished second, one point
back.
Kappa Delta was third; Epsilon's Intelex, fourth; and
Gamma One West, fifth. Delta
Zeta won 100 activity points
while the other four gaj.ned
five less on a sliding scale.
E velyn Hayes, PE Major ,
was the top winner with three
firsts. She tied for the top spot
in the 50syard dash while win-.
ning the long jump. Miss
Hayes was also on the winning 200-yard shuttle relay
team.
Suzanne Adams, Gamma
One West, tied with Miss
Hayes and Jan Segers in the
50-yard dash. She also won
the 100-yard dash. '
Tennis championship playoffs are currently being completed. Mary Jo Murray, Epsilon's Intelex, plays Carla
Cox, Alpha Delta• Pi, for the
singles title this week. She
teams with Eileen Mooney to
' battle Miss Cox and Nancy
Ward for the doubles crown.
Final-round play in mtramural basketball is also
set this week. Tri Delta defeated Gamma One West 17-14
while the PE Majors dumped
Epsilon's' Intelex 31-16 last
week.
Other games included Inte-lex over Gamma One West
17-11 and the PE Majors over
Tri Delta 28-12. The Basketweavers forfeited to Kappa
Delta in the first round.

Championship it· ,vill have to
do it next year.
The Brahmans' bid for the
1968 state title fell by the wayside as the University of Florida had winning ideas of its
own. The Gators bunched a ll
their runners in the top 10 positions to cop the state crown
with a low score of 27 points.
South · Florida finished. third
with 53 points behind runnerup Florida State's 50.
South Florida, with the best
tea~ in the University's history, had its best cI:iance in
three years to win state .honors, ·but as in the past, injuries hurt the- B r a h m a n
chahces.
DEEL LEWIS, the Brahmans' leading runner, had
·been hampered the previous
week with a leg injury as was
Frank Paris. Paris did not let
his ailing leg bother him as he
placed first for, the Brahmans
and fifth overall, but Lewis'
sLxth place finish was well
below his normal performance.
Florida State's Ken Misner

chances, according to Coach
Gil Hertz.

capped individual h o n ors
while making a shambles of
the course record. His time of
20 :46.4 shattered Lewis' old
mar}r, of 20.54, which he set
against Florida, by almost
eight seconds.
The Gators' Jack Nason,
John Brown and Roy Benjamin finished second, third,
and · fourth, ·respectively, behind pacese~er Misner, to
give Florida the scoring edge.
Paris, Lewis, and FSU's Bob
Thoma·s rounded out the top,
seven finishers. Individual1
plaques were awarded to
those seven runners.
FLORIDA WRESTLED the
team trophy away from Florida State, last years chaml_)ions.
The Brahmans' Don Crank,
coming off an illness finished
ninth, while Rick Maas and
Ray Croteau 'were 15th and
19th, respectively. Kevin Howell, who didn't figure in the
scoring, was 20.
The Brahmans' lack of
depth, besides the injuries to
Lewis and Paris, •. hurt their

"If we could have narrowed
the gap between our third,
fourth an·d fifth men, we could
·have won this thing," Hertz
said. "We'll just have to work
harder and look · forw;ird to
next year."

Only Bic would dare to torment a beauty like this. Not the girl. •.•
the pen she·s holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic ... designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky card players and other rich campus
socialites who con afford the expensive 49-cent price.
But don't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite horrible punishment by mad scientists, the elegar)I Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every time.
Everything you wont in o fine pen, you'll Iind in the new Sic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
oil Bic -pens, writes first time, every time ... no matter what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.
Wotermcn-Bic Pen Corporation, Milford, Connecticut 06460

I

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
The Advertising Staff of The Oracle
Wishes to Announce
The "GRAND OPENING" of R. Rat Hill
in St. Joseph's Hospital on Nov. 14, 1968

D.T. LSW. R~s. M.K. M.M. & E.C

.

This Has~Been a Paid Political Message·
.·___

·.

-.•·

.. ·

Stacking
'Em Up
Fraternity Gold
Phi Della Theta
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Tau Epsilon Phi
Sigma Nu
Alpha ·Tau Omega
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity Green
Pi Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigma
Lambda Chi
Della Tau Della
Tau Kappa Epsilo:1
Zeta Beta Tau
Theta Chi
independents
PE Majors
Flamers
Kopp's Killers
HEP Cats . .
Beavers
Alpha
Four West ••
One East-West
Two West
Two East
Three East
. Four East

5-0.0
3-1-1
3-2·0
2-3-0
1-3·1
0-5-0

6·0·0
5-1·0
3-2-1
2·3·1

2-H

1-5-0
1•5-0

4-0·0
2+1

1·1-2
1·2·1
0-4-0
5-0-0

3·1-1
3·1-1
1-3·1
M·l
1-5-0

Beta

5-1-0
4-1-1
4-2-0

Three West
Four East
Two East
One Wes.t
Two \yest
Four West
Three East

2·2-2
1-3-2
0-4-2
0·$-1

~onlanl ,
3-0-0
Seventh-Eighth F loor
2·1-0
Third F loor
1-2-0
Fifth Floor
0-3-0
Second Floor
Andros
2-0·1
Iola :
H·l
Eta
0-2-0
Theta
Standings don't necessarily balance because teams 'witli two forfeits are auto•
malically dropped from competition.

\

Two reasons for joining Du Pont, and three for quitting.
/41
U

Du Pont offers open-end 9pportunity. You don'r
go into a training program. You go to work- in a
series of growth jobs tha t broaden your base for
professional progress and help you find the specific field
you want _to grow in. We call it "planned mobility."

U) Du

'

.

'

•

JOIN US IN THANKSGIVING

An Equal Opportunity Em.pfoyer (M/ F)

U

They go to universities, to teach-recognized
authorities in their profession.

~ They go int~ space, or other government projects.
Cf)
(2)

And they go to our competitors, who arc smart
enough to know where to look for the top men.

We don't like to lose men, and we don't lose many. But
when you hire the . best, then he1p them to get better,
your peoplfi are bound to be sought after.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.. Du Pont Compa ny
Room 6686, Wilmington. DE 19898
I'd' like your latest information on opportunities at
Du Pont for graduates with degrees in _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nan1c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
University_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ · ,
_ Dcgree_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Gradualion Date _ _ _ __

THANKSGIVING DINNER WILL BE SERVED
Wed. -. Argos & Andros Cafeterias, Thurs. - U.C."Cafeteria
FOOD SERVICE FROM MORRISON'S

/.

.

Pont works at the oute r Jim.its. Sure, every~ body claims they, do the far-out research. But
Du Pont is a world leader in research with the
money and the engineering capability to translate ideas
into commercial products. If yeu have a profitable idea,
we h ttve what it takes to make it work; and we have a
special bonus plan to reward you for it. So Du Pont
people grow, personally and professionally. Even men
who leave Du Pont often do so because of the profesPoJit.
sional growth they experienced' ".!at;-..._:Du
:.-. ... .... .. ..

{1

Address_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

College Relations

,I

City _________Statc _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ __

,/
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Kappa Delta Pi
Chapter Installed

Center Seeks -Trainees

The Devereux Schools, a
group of residential multidisciplinary treatment, remedial
education and rehabilitation
centers, invites all students
who will be in upper level by
next summer to apply for its
Pre-Professional Traineeship
program,
The applicants must be
United States citizens and single. If accepted, they will be
paid $200 a month during the
two or three months they are
trainees. Although upperclassmen will be given first preference for positions, freshmen
and sophomores may be admitted if there are vacancies.
' The United States Rehabilitation Services Administration
partially supports the traineeships, provides room and
board for the students, and
prepares them for career opportunities in mental retarda.tion, lpsychological services,
' Special education and vocation rehabilitation, mental
health disciplines, and related
research.

,,. · SUMMER ~traineeships for
;appointments as Research
~Aides, Professional Aides,
;Resident Camp Counselors
1 and Day Camp Counselors Tu: tors are available at the
: Pennsylvania branch in sub: urban Philadelphia.
: A few traineeships may also
i be
available at Devereux
~ branches at North Anson, Me;
!Santa Barbara, Calif.; Hot
1 Springs, Ark.; Victoria, Tex.;
,1...-and Rutland, Mass. Trainees
at t.h ese camps \vill have fulltime work experience and observe on-the-spot "m i 1 i e u
- herapy."

.,.

~

DEPENDING UPON . their
roles, some trainees may
~ ork with mentally retarded
.nd emotionally d,'.Sturbed

.•

:Directories
Out
•
=In Mid-December

S u m m e r Pre-Professional
Traineeships and application
blanks may be secured from
Dr. Henry Platt, Director of
the_Devereux Foundation Institute for Research and
Training a·t Devon, Pa., 19333. .
The telephone number is 251MUS-2600.

children, adolescents with
learning handicaps, and young
people with problems of personal adjustment. 0 t h e r
trainees will assist the · staff
as professional aides and as
research aides in many "behind-the-scenes" activities.
Further information on the

Unclear , Letters
Hinder Welfare
These ·examples of unclear written communications·
were given to a class as an examination by a professor at
USF.
These sentences were taken from actual letters received by local Welfare Departments on applications for
support.
I am forwarding my marriage certificate and six
:chlldren. I have seven but one died which was baptised
on a sheet of paper.
I AM WRITING the Welfare Department to say my
baby was born two years old. When do I get my money.
Mrs. Jones has not had any clothes for a year and.
has been visited regularly by the clergy.
I cannot get sick pay. I have six children. Can you
tell me why?
·
I am glad to report my husband who is missing is
dead.
This -is my eight child. What are you going to do
about it?
PLEASE FIND OUT for certain if my husband is
dea_d? The man I am now living with can't eat or do anything till he knows;
I am very much annoyed to find you· have branded
my son illiterate. This is a dirty lie as I was married a
week before he was born.
In answer to your letter. I have given birth to a boy
weighing ten pounds. I hope this is satisfactory.
I am forwarding my marriage certificate and three
chilqren, one of which was a mistake as you can see.
M_Y HUSBA.."l\JD got his project cut o~ t\vo weeks ago
and I haven'fhad any relief since. · ·
Unless I get my husband's money pretty soon I ,vill
be forced to live an immortal life.
You have changed my little boy to a girl. Will this
' make any difference?
I have no children yet as my husband is a truck driver and works day and night.
IN ACCORDANCE Wlffl your instructions I have
gi_ven-birth to twins in the enclosed envelope.
I want my money as quick as I can get it. I've been
in b~d with the doctor for two weeks and he doesn't do
me any good. If things d(!n' t improve I will have to send
for another doctor.

: Publication of the 1968-69
;1Jniversity Directory is expected by the end of the quar:t~r, the Office of Campus
:Publications . has announced.
•Final copy was received Mon~day &IJd the material was
'. .
~Peed,,:to ·UI ' - te th ~ Stpdents takmg a l~nguage
c;;.. :r - ' e-;pnn 1'-- · e-,n · - -c·otffi;e ""may-,ifow·:dialili:t:e's§o
0
,:' rung. ·
_
from .their ~omes. Laboratory
'!P· ~acul!Y _a?d staff ,~ rehour:s are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
_jleIVe mdiv1dual copies by Monday, Wednesday •arid Fri- ·
!campus mail. The Student day, 1 p.m.-9 p.m. Tuesday ·
~Government will distribute and Thursday.
~free copies to students in the
Students are to call 988-5111
:Univ~rsity Center lobby. •.
: The book is ·printed by 8 and give the operator the
;publications firm in Lubbock, index number for the lesson
•Texas.
desired.

Sunset
The bright reflection filtering through the Social Science
building is the sun setting over USF. Another Day, another
17 to go.

Classics Series A Success
USF's Foreign Film Classics series, sponsored by the
F i 1m Classics Committee
under the direction of Dr.
James Gould, chairman of the
philosophy department, has
-proven to be one of the university's most popular event
series for the fourth year in a
row this year with its 500 season tickets- having been sold
out since early in the quarter.
Some 6000 people have at-

a

•.

MONEY
PROBLEM?

Students for a Democratic
Society is one of the few organizations in Kentucky which
upholds the democratic principle, said Duane Olson, independent candidate for the U.S.
Senate from Kentucky.
Olson's recent speech at the
University of Kentucky included many views differing
from those of his major party
opponents: -ON THE WAR in Vietnam
- "We should cease bombing
immediately, and withdraw
all troops within a reasonable
amount of time. Averell Harriman, the peace negotiator in
Paris should be replaced with
a representative of the population as a whole."
ON INFLATION - "Interest rates on loans made by
the Federal Reserve System
should be raised from 5¼ percent to 6 percent. We should
cut federal spending since we
spend $27-billion more than
we take in. Tariffs m ust be increased to govern imports.

r

Dr. Charles Norman Millican was inaugurated the first
P-resident of the Florida Technological University (FTV)
last Monday.

Most people do this time of yeQr . •• No matter what

D

•

The ceremonies, which took
place in Orlando, were attended by many of Florida's most
prominent citizens. Among
them were Governor Claude
Kirk, who participated in the
investiture, and President
John S. Allen.

your problem may be, we can help you! Stop by and
talk to our staff about the full banking services that
we offer.

_______________________,..
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EXCHANGE.BANK

OF
TEMPLE
TERRACE

Prior to his appom·tment as
president of FTU late in 1967,
; 9385 • 56th ST.
988-1112 Millican was the Dean of the
•
College of Business Adminisx
tr .
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Official Notices

Co-Op Education
TODAY
Information Session for students interest ed in Cooperative Education Program, 2 p.m. (free hour), ENG 3.
C-ops on Training Period who have
not yet received a Worksheet and
course schedule for Quarter 11 should
phone the Co-op Office. These materials
should have been delivered lo all students by mail by not later than this

LIBRARY HOURS : Thursday, Nov.
28 . Closed. Friday, Nov. 29-8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday, N9v. 30-8 a.m. t o 5 p.m •
Sundijy, Dec. 1-1 p.m. to 11 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
CENTER
HOURS:
Thursday and Friday, Nov. . 28, 29-10
a.m. to 10:30 p.m. (Recr eation· area,
12:30 p.m. to 10: 15 p.m . Saturday and
Sunday, Nov. 30,. Dec. 1-8 a.m. to 12:30

a.m.

HOLIDAY DINING HouRs:
Andros and Argos Halls· will be
closed all day on Nov. 28, 29, 30 and
for breakfast and lunch on Dec. 1; will
r eopen for supper on Sunday, Dec. 1.
Sci ence Center will ·be closed Nov. 28
through Dec. 1; will r eopen Dec. 2.
op~~ive~~ty r ~~::~ c~:~r~~d wi~ou':;
throughout the holiday period except
f or supper, Dec. 1. Coffee shop will be
open f rom 3:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. throughout the Holidays.

Campus Date Book

r

•

Times and , places of organizations
m eeting r egularly ar e posted on the
Univer sity center CUC) lobby bu lletin

£

I

"boards.

With The Purchase of Any Auto
Stereo Tape Unit - 4 and 8 Track
!LARGEST SELECTION OF TAPES IN TAMPA!
•
OPEN:

Mon.•Thurs.. f ri. 9 to 9
Tues.-Wed. & Sat. 9 to 6
TELEPHONE:
872-8444

Foreign aid is only a drop in
the bucket."
ON LAW AND order , "Those demonstrating peacefully for civil rights and for
peace in Vietnam should be
protected by the law. I believe
in law· and order - with justice."
ON VOTING AGE - "Kentucky and Georgia are the
only states with -voting privileges for 18-year-olds. I believe all 18-year-olds should
have the rights of adults."
ON THE PRESIDENTIAL
election - "I favor popular
election of the president rather than election by the electoral college. I would work.
toward constitutional reform
to let people have a choice in
electing the vice president."
Olson also expressed opposition to the Kentucky UnAmerican Activities Committee.
Reprinted with the permis•
sion of the KentucJ.y Ke.,.el,
Oct. 23.

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS: Thursday and Friday, Nov. 28, 29.

~~~lri~O~; l~; ~~;'t~E~pp~h~~~d=~'.
missions or r eadmission f or Quarter fl
1969.

•
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Ditches_To Provide_Future Electricity
· The digging across and
around campus is for the
laying of electrical conduits to
supply future outlying buildings with electricity, according to Clyde B. Hill, assistant
dean 'of administration for
facilities planning and operation.
As soon as the lines are

laid, the telphone poles i.ri
front of the Fine ArtsHumanities .Building ·leading
to the Science Center will be
taken down, Hill said.
TJ:ie aerial lines were erected when it was evident that
the supply of electricity to the
Science Center would not be
sufficient.

BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE

Get y~ur own Photo poster. Send any Black and White or
Color Photo. Als_
o any newspaper or magazine photo.

PERFECT POP ART
r:,~o'~~i~~,~~tu::e:l~n~~~~~:r.
Add .soc for pcstage and handling
for EACH Item «dere<I, Add Local
Sa les Tax. No C.O.D. Send check
~ash or M.:l. To:

PHOTO MAGIC

2x3 ft s3so
A $25,00 Yaiva for
•

3x4 Ft.•S7.50
Fr1m• for 2x3 ft, Paster anly $3,50

210 E. 23rd St., Dept, C-100 New York, N,Y. 10010

Dealer in uiries in-vited-

Drive the exciting new

Car and Driver calls th"is newest BMW "the most spec~ular bargain in the entire spectrum of imported cars!" A
cruising speed of 100 mph. Fantastic roadholding. And
more. That's the latest from Germany's famed Bavarian
,Motor Works, where racing victories are a 5O-year tradition. Recent BMW triumphs include winning the last three races
in a row at Spa Francorchamps in Belgium. For the driving
thrill of your life, drive this new BMW today!
·

Dr. Millican
1st President ·

•

•
•a

This term the dues were set
at twenty dollars which in:
eluded the initiation and appli~
cation fees for the charter
members. This charge is expected to decrease as the ·
chapter grows.

CHARLES 1\llLLICAN
... first president

HAVE
A

•"
•

"There is much more demand for tickets than we are
able to supply," said Gould,
adding that as many as 100
additional people come to see
individual films in the series
for a $1 donation.

In addition to the series, the
film classics committee tries
to bring to USF unusual films
which would not ordinarily be
shown on campus. Last year
the committee spon~ored five
showings of "The W a r
Game," and all of them sold
out, making the film the
largest attended single event
in the university's history,
a ccording to Gould.

A GRADUATE student applicant must have received
full acceptance into the grad-

uate program with 18 quarter
hours in education completed
and a 3.25 over all grade average or better.

Belie_fs, Candi~ate Says

DO

SHOPPING DAYS
'TILL
CHRISTMAS

tended the series of nine films
each year for the last two
years, Dr. Gould said, making
the series the largest attended
series on campus.

The undergraduate requirements for Kappa Delta Pi
stipulate that an applicant be
either a junior on senior with
at least a 3.10 over all grade
average who has 18 quarter
hours in education completed,
in :progress, or programmed.

SDS Upholds Democratic

D·1al-A-Lesson

YOU

There is a new addition to
USF's list of honorary societies.
Kappa Delta Pi, the National Education Honor Society,
presented . its first initiation
and installation ceremony on
Oct. 22.
THE NEW Lambda Tau
chapter initiated approximately 94 charter members and installed the first slate of officers Friday evening in the
Kiva.
The chapter held its first
meeting in late October at
which time the officers were
elected and a constitution and
bylaws · w e r e discussed.
The chapter's counselors are
Dr. James A. Chambers and
Dr. Daniel Purdom, both in
the College of Education.

.

TAPE
TOWN
AUTO STEREO

4IIS HENDERSON

ILVD.

TODAY
STUDENT CONCERT, 2 p.m., FAH
101.
SR. ACCOUNTING CLUB, . 2 p.m.,
BUS 107.
FLORIDA ENGINEERING SOCIETY
2 p.m., E NG 4.
.
SA COMMUTER AFFAIRS, 2 p.m.,
ADM 233.
S. R. G., 6 p.m., UC 203.
KARATE, 7 p.m., GYM 5.
FACULTY VISUAL ARTS EXHIBIT,
through Dec. 2, Library Ga llery.
THURSDAY
THANKSGIVING
FRIDAY
HOLIDAY
SATURDAY
WINDJAMMERS SAILING, 10 a.m.,
M eet at UC.
KARATE CLUB, 11 a.m., GYM 5.
SUNDAY
Nothing
MONDAY
FOCUS DE BATE, 7:30 p.m., UC 252.
TUESDAY
FINE ARTS CHORALE, 8:30 p.m.
Theatre.
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 4, 1968
MOTIVATION AND MANAGER CON•
FERENCE, 8 a.m., UC 251.
MOTIVATION
LUNCHEON,
11 : 30
a.m., UC 256.
BUS.
STUDENT AD.
B OAR D
RECEPTION, 2 p.m.., UC 25'1N.

date.

Tuesday, Dec. 3
Deadline for all Co-op students to r et urn Worksheets for Quarter 11 to Co-op
Office, ENG 37. Failure to r eturn Worksheet by !his date wi II r esult in attachment of late fee of $10. · .
·
Wednesday, Dec. 4
First class session for Co-op students
going on Tra ining Period, Quarter 11,
who have registered for PSY 213, Applied Psychology, or' soc 261, Social
Problems, 2 p.m. in E NG 3 and ENG 4
respectively.

Co-Op Placement
More than 150 employers are currently seeking USF students for Cooperative
·Education Training assignment for
Quarter II Training Period starling
Thursday, Dec. 26. For IUrther informallon v isit or phone the Co-op Office,
ENG 37, phone 988-4131, ext. 171.
Among recent new openings are some
for chemistry majo rs and -engineering
majors.
Among recent new openings are some
f or chemistry majors and engineering
m a jors.
continuing

Continuing Education
NON-CREDIT
PROGRAM
PROJEC•
TION CONTINUING THROUG!i :
Dec. 4, 5 ..:... Motivation and The Man•
ag er, Tampa Campus (Fellows).
Dec. 6 - Country Extension Coordinator s Workshop,
Tampa
Campus
(Romig).
Dec. 7 - Future Farmers of America, Tampa Campus (Sulloway) .
Dec. 11, 12 - Long Range Effects of
Bay Dredge and FIii In Fl orida, Tilmpa
Campus (Kobaskyl •
Dec. 17 - Suncoast Gir l Seoul Council, Chinsegut Hill (Romig).
NON-CREDIT CLASSES
Dec. 4, Essentials of Supervision, St.
Petersburg Campus (Fellows).
Dec. S, Histor y of the American
Negr o, St. Petersburg Campus (Fellows).
Dec. 10, Effective Communication, St.
Petersburg Campus (Fellows).
Dec. 16, Math Review for Engineers,
St. Peter sburg Campus, (Fellows).
March 3, Contemporary Mor al Issues.
Tampa Campus (Sulloway) .
June 2, Chartered Life Underwriters,
Par t I, Tampa Campus (Fellows) .
June 2, Chartered Life Underwriters,
Part 111, Tampa Campus ( Fellows).
June 2, Charlered Life Underwriters,
Part IV, St. P.el ersburg Campus (Fel•
lows).

STARTING:
!All classes at Tampa C~mp'u s; Schier
1s contact person l.
Dec. 9 - Feb. 24, Quality Control : A
Survey for Inspectors and Production
Supervisors.
Dec. 10 - Feb. 25, Management Planning and Control through Effective Budgeting.
Dec. 10-Feb. 25, Improving Advertising and Sales Promotion Effectiveness.
Dec. 10-Feb. 27, Principles of Comput•
er Programming
Dec. 11 -Feb. 26, Business Finance:
Financial Problems of Managing Sm.
4fld lnterm. Firms No. 2.
Dec. 12 - Feb. 27, Understanding Human Behavior in Business and Industry.
Dec. 12 - Feb. 27, The Constitution,
Fundamental Rights and the Supreme
· Court.
Dec. 12-Feb. 27, Investments for Individuals: lntroduclion to · the Stock Market.
Dec. 13-Feb. 28, Fundamentals of
.curity Analysis,
Dec. 13-Feb. 28, Job Analysis and
Evaluation.

s•-

Advantageous EurQpean delivery for tourla~

1969 1600 AND
tAVARIAN MOTOR WORK$

2002 MODELS IN
STOCK NOW

DAVE HEINZ IMPORTS INC.
. 3652 .CYPRESS .- ~A M ; A,flO~ IOA

e5..:::Z5>

SPEEDAMOTIVE, INC. .
HI SPEED & POWER EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS

WEfVE MOVED TO-A NEW AND LARGER STORE
10024-30th STREET, PHONES 935-1101, 1102

SPECIAL:
NOVELTY TRANSISTOR RADIOS
A GREAT CHRISTMAS IDEA
From $15.95 Complete with Batteries
Mr. Gasket, Edelbrock, Crane Cams, Hurst, Astro Wheels, P.I.P.
Steering Wheels, Motorcycle Accessories, Mallory Distributors,
Holley Carbs, Weber Products, Complete line of VW accessories
(Manifolds, Headers, Etc.).
Scavenger pipes, every size, shape & description . .
All this plus 20 years experience ih the racing game.
IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM, WE'LL HELP YOU SOLVE IT.

SE RVICE, QUALITY & EXPERIENCE - OUR MOTTO
-WE'RE OPEN FROM NINE TIL NINE: MON., WED. & FRI.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.

,

.
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Good And 89d In Art Exhibit
8-Nov. 27, 1968, U. of South Florida

'Roses' In
· e1ooming ·
fQ~ Qpening

I

Paul Taylor film Today

A.new film by Paul Taylor and Company will be sho!fll today
~t ~ p.m. i8: Tbea_tre ~ntre 222. The 35-mJ1111te· ~ . "An
Artist and His ·work," is sponsored jointly by· tbe Dance De'"The Subject Was , Roses~! NBC, serving as actiI!g coach
_padment and-the USF Dance Theatre (Dance Club)'. AdmisPulitzer PriJ;~ winning pl~y for "Run For Your Life," and
' shin fs 25 cents. Taylor's company made an app~rance at
for 1964, wil!f' be - presented was production advisor of
· usF earli!lr this year. Clive Barns, drama and dance critic
Dec.• 9, 10, 11, and-12 on Cen- Playhouse 90 for three· yeap;,
America's
~for tbe New York Times, said ."Taylor .is one of
tre- Stage at 8:.30 p.mr ·as a as well· as making appearancfinest dance companies • ; • notable for .its personalj_ty 'and
personal project of Franklin es in six of their shows includ•
f.)_
; technical brilliance."
, Morse, . who directed "Who's ing "Days of Wine and
. · '·Afraid ii! Virginia Woolf?" on Roses," · and "Bridge Of San
Luis Rey."
campus last March.
"Roses'' has recently . been
ON BROADWAY HE has
made into a film starring Pa:
appeared in "Inherit the
, tricia Neal, Jack. Albertson,
Wind," with Christopher
and Martin Sheen. •Albertson
and movie· wise,- has
Plummer
and · Sheen w.ere · both in the
appeared . in "Wrong . Man"
origin~ Broi1;a'way produ.ction: with • Henry Fonda, .. "The
Carl Williams, winner oftlie
; 'Tryouts for three big shows 13, 14, and 15. ·It'is a contemSwan," -with Grace Kelly and
tiEµd: · quap:er will be held in porary ?l~y a~out ~ nucl~-• off Broadway Obie.Award =tor
Giunness, and "Sweet
Alec
Jill ,Johnson
_the ,Theatre Centre at 7:30 ar physrcISts m an msane asy- best supporting actor _ in
of Success," with Burt
Smell
-~ ;'~urder In A Cathedral1' Lancaster·and Toriy Curtis.
p.in.rJl,!onday and Tuesday.
lµm. ,
: Tlfe first production, "The · · Peter B. O'.Sullivan, Assis- · (196];), will
featured -i ~tne
Williams was also director Receives
!'hysicists," b y I Friedr-ich · tant Professor, Theatre Aris, USF production. He is , oµ fli~
1
'of the Henry St. PlayJmuse in
Duerrenment will be held will be directing.
Theatre Department faculty New York .for. seven years and -Scholarship ·
this year.
Jan. 30, 31, Feb. 1, 6, 7, 8, and
director . of seven . seasons of
"THE ODD .COUPLE" runWILLIAMS HAS m a n y ·summer stock . at Flatrock, · Jill Johnson, former Miss
;Aegean, 4TAR, has received a
ning Feb. 24, :25, and 26, will other credits to his name.
. N.C\ _
fuiI graduate scholarship in
· Yo11r colo_r film deserves
be the sec~ presentation.
Ten years ago he won the
who
SPADECENE
for the Theatre ($3,700)
Dance
KAREN
Brion Black will be directing Emmy Award for Best Supthe comedy for his senior porting Actor in a Playhouse played the . lead in the USF to Southern Me.thodist Univer.:
project.
90 show call "The · Death of production of "Lysistrata" sity (SMU) ,in Dallas . beginlast year, will also be 1n . ning January 1969.
.Written .by Neil Simon, Manolete."
Miss Johnson hopes to finish
He was special advisor for "R.6ses" along with · Ben
"Odd Couple" was recently on
in
leads
MFA degree in three sethe
her
of
.one
Hooks,
Broadway and also adapted
which me~ters. "It comes out to
Horizon,"
-the
"Beyond
for ·the screen, starring Jack
' was th~ Theatre Department's roughly $100 a week they pay
Lemmon and Walter Matthau
'Last Reunion'
major production for Quarter me to dance and to to school
playing .two men separated
-groovy!'
III.
from their wives who decide Monday At 2
to live together. ' .
1'The Last ·Reunion," a play
about the. union of two eld~rly
people, will be Experimental
Theatre's next .production
Monday at ·2 p.m. on Centre .
'
.
·
Stage.
The script was written by
Nable in Sol Zachary's
Genie
1.:
Playwriting class.
Nita Laka, 4TAR, .Will be diONLY
Experimerit VI will be presenting' a special engage~
recting.
_.ment: Thanksgiving wee~end (Friday, .~turday, ~d Sun'!Zachary suggested . that I
day at 8:30 p.m.) featunng concert guitarist Michael Suldo 'The Last Reunion' be·.
·
. ·
livan:
Film
cause it has some good· ideas
.
'
-· · -From ·Kodaco.Icir
~scribed by the Atlanta Constitution as '.'one of a
· to
and he felt, like I do, that it
.
handful of guitar~ts in America who possesses the techUSF
You~ Camera
would be wortli seeing," Nita
nique and sensitive artistry to make the guitar an instru·
·
·
said.
Checked
Students:·
ment of style and grace," Sullivan has played classical
A~juated '
ffi!d flamenco guitar throughout the United States.
Tu-,.s.-Wed.-Tfiurs.
,.
.
In 19_65 he appeared in T_a mpa; the Tampa Tribune
.
Prints
Art
At ..
said his "technique was astonishing .• • his touch sure
.
and lrghl"
TheatreI Gallery
Tampa Times in 1966,
the
and
TRIBUNE
-BOTH THE
An exhibitio_n of prints from .
in America."
guitarists
best
the
o!
"one
him
proclaimed
the ·Royal College· of Art, LonShearer
Aaron
under
·
guitar
classic
studied
Sullivan
don, will begin Sunday in the
ConserPeabody
the
at
guitar
or
professor
a
now
is
who
Theatre-Gallery and FAH 110.
flamenco guivarious
under
guitar
flamenco
and
vatory,
The show, consisting of 77
·
tarists and singers.
. works, will range in- media
Eastern U.S. and ·canada.
the
touring
now
is
He
'
from intaglio, lithography and
located at 901. E. · Bird St. The
is,
VI
EXPERIMENT
silkscreen to photographic
theatre is run by USF graduates, students, and profes· ·
methods.
sors.
, SHOPPING ·
The Royal College of Art is
Their next .show will feature Paul Massie, British
a three year graduate school
CENTER
Award winner who appeared at USF in "School
Academy
for selected students. The. exOPEN. 5:30 A.M.and is currently working ,with the Theatre
Scandal"
for
hibition .of prints will ;present
10:30 P.M.·
will _be doing "Krapp's . Last Tape."
He
Department.
.
typical-not
progressive works
assistant professor, will be directing.
O'Sullivan,
Peter
.,
ly encountered on the Ameri.. After his appearance, Massie will direct Robert Erwin, USF graduate, and Don Moyer, in Edward Albee's
"Zoo Story."
Season tickets are still available for $10. This · includes 11 major productions. Single· tickets for performances are available at the door.

ITryc;,uts ·Moa,day;

!Three Big 'Sho~s

1

By LAURA SCBWAR'.I'Z
Staff Writer
The photography exhibition
in UC 108 displays a propensity for innovative style and
technique which is regretfully
encumbered by a preponderance of visual cliche and con·
tent mediocrity.
On the constructive side,
Calvin Sparks, Dennis Johnson and Liza Wright approach
their work with a sophisticated taste for · technical inventiveness. Sparks uses ' a
multiple-image method to produce photographs of ., rich
human and abstract involvement. Both Johnson (whose
family group before a bridge won "Besf Overall" of' the
show) and Wright su_perimpose images to create effects
of the contextural irony and,
fleeting mysticism, respec.
·
tively.
4
A toilet series by Adolph
Rµtkin creates a fresh and fanciful atmosphere. by combining ·social taboo and comical
candor, thus.- capturing the
viewer's humor offguard.·
UNFORTUNATELY, hO\vever, the show suffers froni
the. presentation of too many
pieces of mediocre content
coupled· with: !l photographic
vascillating vision. The color
photographs, . in ·, particular,

SMU
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Conc:ert Guitarist
·At _Experiment VI

·FREE. SOAP

In

:Concerts And-Lectures
·Part Of Piano Festival

l:'LAR~EST SELE~TION OF. TAPES IN TAMPA"
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DINNER THEATRE
I

OPEN NIGHTLY (except Mon.•)

- NOW PLAYING -

Bartke's Famous .
Gourmet· Buffet· 6:45 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
Magic Stage
Cocktails from 5:00 p.m. -

1 1 1

♦

♦♦

1 1

I

♦♦♦ I ♦

''Girl i~ tbe.Freudia~SJip"
Dancing Ni~htly Red Velvet.. Lounge

~n:~: ~t:;t~nEE 1·a··· 7.'01sc·ouNTi
9

St. Pete: Clearwater

•

872-4706 442-2653
·_ TAMPA PHONE B14-7501

~4-
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:
ON FOOD-AND DRINKS
TO USF STUDENTS AND STAFF :
ALL Nl~HTS EXCEPT TUES. & SAT.:
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"We're All So Curio·u sly Alone,
But It's lr;npo:rtan tTo Keep> Making

·SIGIAIS THROUGH
THE GlASS'~ohnUpd;ke
SIGNALS THROUGH
THE GLASS
JOH~ STEWART AND
BUFfY.FORD

STEREO

--

~
1: IC O

a D, S

ST29,75

'

.

_. sensitive and compassi onate sdng
portraits 9f contempo rary America ...

r-

lheSonusol
John Slewarl and
Buffvford

MINI~ MINI, MINI, MINI,· MINI
THEY ARE GETTIN~ SHORTER
NEW YORK BOUTIQUE, (UTE
MINI DRESSES, SHO~KING! ! !

'\

4115 HENDlRSOH

I_LVD.

GARDE N OJ:~
FASHIO N
r \LO
1908 \\'. BUFF4
\ '! SIT Ol'H PSYC: ll E DE '. ~I C ROO\I

as

J

...

FLETCHER AT 22nd
Ph. 935-1400

* Off BROADWAY*

SEE-THRU PSYCHEDELIC • • • • • • • • -~5

Tues.-Wed. & Sat. 9 to 6

·'·

t .+t-~

Theatre-in-the-round

Reg. 16.9S ... LONG SLEEVE DRESS

OPEN:

•

<;;:tu,.~~.,

FAMOUS N_AME WIDE BOT.TOM

'

· Mon.-Thurs. & ~i. 9 to 9

AU.TO STEREO

and a Jump

.

their chance to come out' and
really say what they -want to
say . • . the show is very pro
black . .
Readings will be Monday at
4 p.m. in the Theatre Center.
." Hair" wiU be presented
.
,
Feb. 9, 19 and 11. .
"Nothing will be cut from~
the original script," stressed
Greco.

Irr. A VERY FAMOUS SLACK

•

TELEPHONE:
872-8444

Hop,
Skip,

GIRlS' SLACKS·- Reg. n6 • • • • • • • • 39a,

We have F~II Fac,il{ties·to Record
-Your Own,8-trac·k ·St~reo Tape
Record :.Qf.
-_ from Your Pe"rsonal
,,
. collection or Stereo Tape. _.

I

Just a

····················· ·········~---··~·· ····················· ····················· ············~..
...
Tampa..Say's Only
PROFESSIONAL NEW YORK CAST ONLY
:

.

.

the

306 S. DALE MABRY

'Hair' Here In · February .

"We still need black male
and female dancers and sing~ers," · said Greco, "This is

I

SANDAL SHOP

Shop·

Now on Broadway, ."Hair'.'
is a .contemporary play that is
•the topic of conversation in
:many circles. ·

•

HELEN PARKER FORD;
who studied with . Matthay for:
many years; and
LYTLE POWELL, winner
of the Chopin Prize, the Silve
Medal and - the Saxton-Nobh;
Overseas Prize while in London.

COLD FEET?

-. Camera

"Hair" is coming. to · USF
via dir.ector John Greco and
his· many ~ast members.

••

cert artist in Europe and
Mictdle East;

II

LAUNDROMAT

'

.

.

The Music Department will American · Matthay Associapresent a three-day Piano tion.
Tobias Matthay opened his .
Festival consisting of artist
concerts and a Workshop School of Pianoforte ,Playing
Study on the ·Tobias Matthay in London in 1895. The MatPrinciples of Pi_ano Playing, thay ~ School became famous
and attracted students from all
'
December 12-14.
over the ,vorld. In 1925 the
.
'artguest
All participating
ist in the Festival have either · American Matthay Association
studied with Tobia~ Mattlfay was founded to promote Matpersonally or have been thay's teaching principles in
·
trained in the Matthay tradi- · this country. ·
lifeMATTHAY'S
DURING
,
the'
of
members
are
Most
tion.
time, the members of the association were chosen by Matthay himself. Since his death,
Class Changes members include not only
those who actually wor.ked
with him, but also oustanding
for ·Quarter
pianists who have studied extensiv~ly with one .or more of
· The Department of Botany
the association members.
acteriology has announced
Guest artists include:
changes in classes schedule
MOURA LYMPANY, interor Quarter II.
nationally celebrated British
These . changes update th
pianist;
USF Class Schedule fo
Quarter II which appeared ·
ALBION l\fE'ICALF, who
the Nov. 20 issue of The Orastudied for five years with
cle. The corrected informa
Matthay;
·on is as follows:
EVELYN , SWARTHOUT,
·concert artist in ·America and.
BIO 202 801 FUND BIOLO
Europe; ·
Y II 4 hrs 5 MWF CHE 11
STEWART GORDON, conBIO 351 001 INTRO MIOBIA 5 hrs 2-4 TR LIF
.
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MOCCASINS UNGI 3 hrs 6,8-10 W LI
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capably handled. But how
often can the viewer behold
inpiyidualized suffering, poverty or underprivileged chil•
dren at play before growing in~i.fferent to their emotional
drama.

range from innocuous to trite. human involvement to his
"Harbor" by S. Daniel Bo- · work ' - as the lighting evokes
binczynski presents a pleasant compassion toward _ his . ,picoutdoor scene - but so does ture's weathered face.
The human interest works,
any travel brochure.
Only Michael Depuhl uses particularly by Marc J. Wescolor to add an element of son and Robert Polzer, are
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RE & CAMPUS
BOOKSTO
ANDROS &. ARGOS CENTERS
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